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1. Introduction 

1. This is the section 42A (s42A) evaluation report for a Private Plan Change lodged on behalf of the 

applicant, Marsden City Limited Partnership (MCLP), by Barker and Associates titled Marsden City 

Private Plan Change. 

2. This report has been prepared in accordance with s42A of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) 

and forms the Hearing Report for the Whangārei District Council’s (WDC) Private Plan Change 150 

(PC150). This report provides consideration of the proposed provisions, recommendations in relation to 

submissions and, where appropriate, the report cross-references the section 32 Evaluations (s32), 

analysis of any background material and legislative discussions. 

3. This s42A report has been prepared by Kelly Marie Ryan.  I am currently the Planning Manager at Lands 

and Survey, and previously Senior Planner at The Property Group Ltd when the application was initially 

lodged with WDC. I have no vested interest in the outcome of the PC150, nor any conflict of interest to 

declare.  I am a qualif ied planner holding the qualification of Bachelor of Resource and Environmental 

Planning with Honours and a Post Graduate Diploma in Dispute Resolution, both from the University of 

Waikato, in Hamilton. 

4. I have been in various resource consent planning roles within Whangārei District Council for in excess 

of  15 years, before joining The Property Group as Senior Planner and now Lands and Survey Ltd as 

Planning Manager. 

5. I consider the evidence I present below to be within my area of  expertise, and I am not aware of  any 

material facts which could alter or detract from the opinions I express.  I have read and agree to comply 

with the Code of Conduct for expert witnesses as set out in the Environment Court Consolidated Practice 

Note 2014. I have also read and am familiar with the Resource Management Law Association / New 

Zealand Planning Institute “Role of Expert Planning Witnesses” paper. The opinions expressed in this 

evidence are based on my qualifications and experience. Where I rely on the evidence or opinions of 

another, my evidence will acknowledge that position. 

6. The purpose of this s42A report is to recommend to the Hearings Panel whether PC150 as applied for, 

and amended, will better meet the purpose of the Resource Management Act compared to the existing 

provisions. 

7. I am familiar with the Whangārei District, and particular to this application the Marsden City area.  I have 

undertaken multiple site visits, both prior to and following the lodgement of this application. 

2. Summary of Plan Change/s42A Report 

8. The below table outlines a summary of PC150 and the main issues raised by submissions: 
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Whangārei District Plan Status Plan Change 83, approved 11 April 2012 and Operative 
24 April 2012. 
Various other changes between 11 December 2013 to 
6 March 2019. 

PC150 Lodged 20 March 2020 
PC150 Notification Period  11 November 2020 - 10 December 2020 
PC150 Further Submission Period 20 January 2021 – 12 February 2021 
Number of Submissions Received  28 
Number of Further Submissions Received 4 
Submission breakdown Support - 8 

Seek Amendment - 10 
Opposed - 7 
Not stated – 3 
Of  which 14 have stated they wish to be heard 

Hearing Commissioners Richard Knott and Rachel Dimery 

9. This section 42A report recommends that the Plan Change be approved with modifications. 

3. The Subject Site 

10. The site applicable to PC150 (hereon referred to as “the site”) is approximately 127 hectares of  land 

located in a ‘v’ created by One Tree Point Road and Port Marsden Highway/SH15, Ruakaka: 

 
Figure 1: Excerpt from GRIP of site 

11. The site is approximately 32km south of Whangārei City. 

12. The site is largely triangular is shape and sits between On Tree Point Road on its western boundary, 

and a limited access State Highway (SH15) on its eastern boundary.  The northern portion of the site is 

bounded by a designation for a future railway line. 

13. A significant amount of roading is already existing within the subject site and is shown in Figure 1 above.  

Access to the site is by way of  one of  three existing roads f rom One Tree Point Road, these being 

Pokapu Road, Roosevelt Road and Casey Road. 

14. Further to the existing roads there are also underground three water services in place.   

15. The site has an existing subdivision pattern that sees it comprise some 186 individual allotments, of 

which approximately half are in ownership of Marsden City Limited Partnership (the applicant).  A full 

list of the relevant Records of Titles is found within Appendix 1 of the application as lodged. 
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16. The site is largely flat topography, and whilst predominately void of built development some does exist.  

The existing built development has largely occurred in the southern portion of the site and comprises 

activities such as a retirement village, a panel beater, a gym/fitness centre, a timber yard and three show 

homes on Casey Road. 

17. The majority of the underlying land titles contain interests, such as land covenants, consent notices, 

variations to consent notices, easements, bonds, encumbrances, and court orders.  I do not consider 

that these will affect the processing of this Plan Change.  

18. I have undertaken several site visits during 2020, with the latest visit occurring on the 21 July 2021.  

Based on these visits I concur with the applicant’s description, and see no benefit in providing further 

commentary here; therefore, their description is adopted for the purpose of this report.  

4. District Plan Context 

19. The District Plan applies to the subject site as below: 

• Zone:   Marsden Primary Centre Environment 

• Overlay:   Partial Flood Susceptible 

• One Tree Point Rd: Collector road 

• Port Marsden Highway: State Highway 15 

• Internal Roads:  Local road 

• Designation:  KRH-2 over a portion of the northern boundary 

20. The subject site was not included within the Urban & Services Plan Changes; however, the plan changes 

do hold a degree of applicability.  Firstly, a number of surrounding areas to the site have been subject 

to the Urban & Services Plan Changes, for example approximately 123 hectares of  Business 4 land 

located to the north-east of  the site is proposed to be Light Industry.  Secondly, PC150 proposes to 

include a mixture of  residential and mixed use zones which are consistent with the provisions in the 

suite of plan changes within the Urban and Services package.     

21. The format of the Whangārei District Plan includes District Wide Matters, such as Transport and Three 

Waters Management, and then Area Specific Matters such as the General Residential Zone and Mixed 

Use Zone.  PC150 wishes to rely on this current structure and many provisions of the Appeals Version 

District Plan (AV:DP). 

22. The Urban and Services Plan Change has reached the Appeals Version, at time of writing this report.  

The provisions of the Decision Version of the Plan that were subject to an Environment Court Appeal 

were highlighted in yellow. Therefore, the sections and provisions that are resolved, or were not 

appealed, are to be ‘treated as operative’.  A summary of the current status, at time of drafting is provided 

below to assist the Commissioners: 

• Transport – Appealed 

• Three Waters Management – treated as operative 
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• Earthworks – Appealed 

• Noise and Vibration – treated as operative 

• Low Density Residential Zone – treated as operative 

• General Residential Zone – Appealed 

• Medium Density Residential – Appealed 

• Mixed Use Zone – Appealed 

• Commercial Zone - Appealed 

23. The site does not contain any Outstanding Natural Landscapes, Outstanding Natural Features, High 

Natural Character nor Outstanding Natural Character.  In regard to the Proposed Regional Plan the site 

is subject to several resource overlays, including Marsden Point Airshed, Groundwater Management 

Units (Coastal Aquifer), River Water Quality Management Unit (Coastal River), and Lowland Area.  The 

application lodged assesses each of those at sections 7.1 and 7.2, pages 23 – 25 of  the application as 

lodged. 

24. The current plan provisions are contained within the chapter ‘Marsden Primary Centre’  – see 

Attachment 4.  The Chapter incorporates various Environments such as The Marsden Primary Centre 

South Environment, and MPC – Industry Environment, along with Precincts. 

5. Description of the Private Plan Change as Notified 

25. PC150 seeks to: 

• Delete the Marsden Primary Centre Environment (MPC) Chapter in the Operative District Plan. 

• Reduce the industrial focus of the MPC towards an increased provision of residential land to 

support the development of a sustainable and viable town centre. 

• Propose zones from the current Urban and Services Plan Changes as underlying zones. 

• Insert a special purpose Marsden Town Centre Zone that is intended to apply to the higher order 

town centre in the north western portion of Marsden City. 

• Apply a Marsden City Precinct with provisions aimed at coordinating development with the 

delivery of transport infrastructure, and a street network that provides for walking and cycling. 

• Consequential changes to other Chapters of  the Operative District Plan, such as Noise and 

Vibration Chapter. 

26. The application states that the intent of  the plan change is to provide a viable and sustainable town 

centre in the Ruakaka / Marsden Point area which is integrated with surrounding commercial, mixed use 

and residential uses.  

27. The key features of the Plan Change request include:  
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• Rezoning land to shift away from the industrial focus of the MPC chapter, reducing the extent of 

commercial land and increasing the provision of residential land to support the development of a 

sustainable and viable town centre and to align with current and future market demand.  

• Replacing the current MPC zones with zones f rom the Urban and Services Plan Changes – 

Decisions Version as underlying zones. 

• The creation of a Marsden City Precinct over top of the Marsden City land with core provisions 

that coordinate development with the delivery of transport infrastructure, guide the development 

of  the street network to provide for walking and cycling, incorporate bespoke development 

controls to reflect the unique context of Marsden City, and to manage reverse sensitivity effects.  

• The creation of a new special purpose Marsden Town Centre Zone to re-establish an appropriate 

hierarchy of  centres within the Whangārei District Plan, being secondary to the Whangārei City 

Centre Zone and primary to smaller, local suburban centres. The plan Change also proposes 

consequential amendments to the Urban Form and Development (UFD) Chapter to acknowledge 

this hierarchy. 

• Consequential changes to the Noise and Vibration Chapter to accommodate the revised land use 

pattern and to the Urban Form and Development Chapter to clarify the “fit” and “hierarchy” of the 

proposed Marsden Town Centre Zone. In essence the Plan Change seeks to rezone the subject 

site f rom MPC to a mixture of residential, mixed use, and commercial zones. The proposed land 

use pattern will largely remove industrial land use and reduce the extent of commercial land, while 

increasing residential use. The Plan Change proposed to utilise standard zones introduced 

through the Urban and Services Plan Changes, such as Low Density Residential Zone and Mixed 

Use Zone. The exception to this is that the Plan Change proposes to introduce a Special Purpose 

Marsden Town Centre Zone. 

28. The proposed zoning of the site in terms of land area is: 

• Low Density Residential Zone (LRZ) – 9.89 ha 

• General Residential Zone (GRZ) – 56.08 ha 

• Medium Density Residential Zone (MRZ) – 3.02 ha 

• Marsden Town Centre Zone (MTCZ) – 8.41 ha 

• Mixed Use Zone (MUZ) – 12 ha 

• Commercial Zone (COMZ) – 19.07 ha  

29. It is proposed to include the MTCZ in the north western corner of the site, which is adjoined on its two 

internal boundaries by MUZ.  The majority of the external perimeter of the site is proposed to be COMZ, 

leaving the bulk of the centre of the site as one of three residential zones, as shown in Figure 2 below: 
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Figure 2: Excerpt of zoning map from B&A 

30. An amendment was made to the Zoning Plan, that was initially lodged, following a request for further 

information.  The amended Zoning Plan does not show any areas of Open Space.  It is now proposed 

for open space to be considered and provided for at the time of  subdivision in accordance with MCP-

P10. 

31. Section 5.1 on pages 12 to 22 describes the plan change in detail.  I refer to that description for additional 

detail to what is provided above. 

32. Perhaps one of  the most significant changes proposed in the Plan Change compared to the existing 

provisions is the removal of  approximately 105 hectares of  industrial land, and the increase to 

residentially zoned land by approximately 60 hectares.   

 

Proposed Changes to Noise and Vibration Chapter: 

33. The application proposes changes to the existing Chapter within the District Plan with regard to noise.  

The proposal is for amendments to 4 noise zones, Noise Zone 1, Noise Zone 2, Noise Zone 2A, and 

Noise Zone 3, in the following ways: 
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Figure 3: Excerpt from application, section 5.1.5 page 21. 

34. The proposed changes have been outlined by the applicant’s agent in Appendix 7 of  the lodged 

application. 

 

Proposed Changes to Urban Form and Development Chapter: 

35. When the applicant provided a response to the further information request the Urban and Services Plan 

Changes had moved to a Decisions Version (DV:DP), subject to appeals.   

36. Af ter considering the Decisions Version of  the Urban Form and Development (UFD) Chapter, the 

applicant detailed the changes considered necessary in order to clarify the “f it” and “hierarchy” of the 

proposed Zone. 

37. The proposed consequential changes are: 

 
Figure 4: Excerpt from application, page 22. 

38. The proposed changes have been outlined by the applicant’s agent in Appendix 20 of  the lodged 

application. 
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6. Purpose of Report and Statutory Context 

39. There are a range of  statutory provisions under the RMA that are of  relevance to the consideration of 

requests for private plan changes.  These include the provisions applicable to both public and private 

plan changes as well as specific provisions in the First Schedule of the RMA for private plan changes. 

 

Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the RMA: 

40. As a private plan change application, the proposal has been initiated by MCLP as the applicant pursuant 

to Section 73(2) of  the RMA.  Part 2 of  Schedule 1 of the RMA addresses the procedure for receiving 

and processing a request to change a District Plan.  The application has followed this process as  outlined 

below: 

• The application was lodged with WDC on 20th March 2020. 

• The application as lodged included a number of technical reports, in regard to:  

o Economic Assessment prepared by Tim Heath of  Property Economics, dated February 

2020 

o Acoustic Assessment prepared by Peter Ibbotson of  Marshall Day Acoustics, dated 

February 2020 

o Urban Design Assessment originally prepared by Harrison Grierson, with a further report 

prepared by Matt Riley of Barkers and Associates dated August 2020 

o Three Waters Investigation prepared by Grant Pedersen of  Harrison Grierson, dated 

February 2020 

o Transport Assessment prepared by Sophia Chen and Harry Ormiston of  Flow 

Transportation Specialists Ltd, dated March 2020 

o Cultural Ef fects Assessment prepared by Julian Chetham of  Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust 

Board, dated March 2020 

• Af ter reviewing the application, a request for further information was made pursuant to Clause 

23(1) of  Part 2 of the First Schedule of the RMA initially on 21 April 2020 and 28 April 2020.  All 

matters within the information request were deemed to have been adequately satisfied on 16 

September 2020. 

• WDC passed a resolution at its Council meeting on 3 November 2020 in accordance with clause 

25(2)(b) of  Part 2 of  the First Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991 to accept the 

request for a private plan change; and in accordance with Clause 26 endorsed the 

commencement of public notification. 

• The Plan Change was notif ied, closing on 10th December 2020, in accordance with Clauses 26 

and 29 in Part 2 of  the First Schedule.  Full copies of the submissions received can be viewed at 

Attachment 5. 
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• A summary of  submissions was notif ied on 20 January 2021, with the further submission period 

closing on 12 February 2021.  Full copies of the further submissions received can be viewed at 

Attachment 6. 

41. The report includes recommendations to the Commissioners to accept, accept in part or reject individual 

submissions. Where appropriate, it also includes recommended changes to the plan change provisions. 

In response to submissions, I have in every instance considered ef f iciency, ef fectiveness and 

appropriateness and my recommendations represent the most appropriate response in accordance with 

s32AA. In accordance with section 32AA(1)(c), the assessment of each change has been undertaken 

at a level of  detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the proposed changes.  

42. When making its decision, WDC is required under clause 10 of the First Schedule of the RMA to give 

reasons for allowing or not allowing any submissions (grouped by subject matter or individually). The 

decisions of the Council may also include consequential alterations arising out of submissions and any 

other relevant matters it considered relating to matters raised in submissions.  In accordance with clause 

29(4)(b) of  Part 2 of  the First Schedule of the RMA, I have provided reasons for my recommendations 

to allow or not allow submissions or further submissions generally by themes under the topic headings 

f rom the summary of submissions.  On occasion I may also recommend consequential alterations arising 

f rom submissions and any other relevant matters raised in submissions. 

 

Section 32 Consideration: 

43. The applicant undertook a detailed evaluation of PC150 in accordance with s32 of  the RMA. Section 

32(1) states that an evaluation must: 

(a) Examine the extent to which the objectives of the proposal being evaluated are the most appropriate 

way to achieve the purpose of this Act; and 

(b) Examine whether the provisions in the proposal are the most appropriate way to achieve the 

objectives by –  

(i) Identifying other reasonably practicable options for achieving the objectives; and  

(ii) Assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the provisions in achieving the objectives; and 

(iii) Summarising the reasons for deciding on the provisions; and 

(c) Contain a level of detail that corresponds to the scale and significance of the environmental, 

economic, social and cultural effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the proposal.  

44. And an assessment under subsection (1)(b)(ii) must –  

(a) Identify and assess the benefits and costs of the environmental, economic, social, and cultural 

effects that are anticipated from the implementation of the provisions, including the opportunities 

for- 

(b) If practicable, quantify the benefits and costs referred to in paragraph (a); and  

(c) Assess the risk of acting or not acting if there is uncertain or insufficient information about the subject 

matter of the provisions. 
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45. It is considered that the applicants assessment addressed the above requirements. 

7. Structure of the Report 

46. The report has been structured to provide an assessment of the submissions and further submissions 

received by WDC, arriving at a recommendation to the Commissioners.  

47. All submissions received have been categorised based on themes under topic headings.  Some 

submissions relate to multiple topics and as such can hold discussions and recommendations in more 

than one topic.  Topic headings for the submissions assessed within this report are as follows: 

A. Amenity and Character 

B. Industrial/Commercial Land 

C. Economic 

D. Community/Neighbourhood 

E. Residential 

F. Three Waters 

G. Roading/Traffic 

H. Zoning/Surrounding Environment 

I. Development 

J. Noise 

K. Reverse Sensitivity 

L. Consequential Changes 

M. Consistency and Clarity 

48. Each submitter has been acknowledged in the summary of submissions, yet due to the similarity of relief 

sought and reasons given, responses have not necessarily been written for each individual submission 

point.  

49. With regard to further submissions these are each responded to individually. 

50. The assessment of submissions generally follows the following format: 

• Submission Information – summation of the matters raised. 

• Response – discussion regarding the relief sought. 

• Recommendation – provides my recommendation to the Commissioners in response to the relief 

sought. 

51. Any recommended changes to the notified MTCZ provisions as a result of submissions are attached in 

Attachment 7.  Any recommended additions to the notified text are shown as underlined and deletions 

as strike-through. Recommended changes to the notified MCP provisions are discussed within the body 

of  this report.  
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8. Relevant Statutory and Non-Statutory Documents 

52. Section 75 of the RMA provides the direction for the contents of a district plan.  Subsection (1) specifies 

that a plan must state the objectives for the district, the policies to implement the objectives, and the 

rules to implement the policies. 

53. At section 75(3) the RMA states that a District Plan must give ef fect to any national policy statement; 

any New Zealand coastal policy statement; a national planning standard; and any regional policy 

statement. 

54. The section further states, at (4), that a district plan must not be inconsistent with a water conservation 

order, or a regional plan for any matter specified in section 30(1). 

55. The application was lodged with an assessment of statutory and non-statutory documents.  The s32 

report submitted in response to the further information request included additional consideration in 

regard to the National Policy Statement: Urban Development (NPS:UD).  This is because at the time of 

lodging the application the NPS:UD was proposed, later being gazetted and coming in to force on 20 

August 2020.  The application considered the NPS:UD, along with the NPS: Freshwater Management 

(NPS:FM) and National Planning Standards (NPS). 

56. The application identified the six National Environmental Standards (NES), relating to Air Quality, 

Drinking Water, Telecommunications Facilities, Electricity Transmission Activities, Contaminants in 

Soils, Plantation Forestry, and Freshwater.  The statement made was “none of the above NES are 

considered particularly relevant to the consideration of this private plan change application.   No further 

assessment is required at this stage.” (Marsden City, AEE and s32 prepared by B&A, dated 16th 

September 2020).   

57. I concur with the above statement, other than to add some further consideration of NES – Assessing 

and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health 2011.  This standard becomes relevant if 

the land in question is, or has been, or is more likely than not to have been used for a hazardous activity 

or industry and the applicant proposes to subdivide or change the use of the land, or disturb the soil, or 

remove or replace a fuel storage system.  It is my opinion that the standard will remain applicable to the 

subject site and will apply at the time of subdivision and development where I will be assessed in site 

specific detail. 

 

National Policy Statement for Urban Development 2020 

58. The NPS:UD aims to ensure that New Zealand’s towns and cities are well-functioning urban 

environments that meet the changing needs of our diverse communities.  The NPS was gazetted on 

23rd July 2020 and replaces the NPS on Urban Development Capacity 2016, taking ef fect f rom 20 

August 2020. 

59. The NPS established three tiers, Tier 1, 2 and 3.  The Whangārei District is within Tier 2.  The NPS 

applies to planning decisions by any local authority that af fect an urban environment.  Urban 

Environment is defined as meaning any area of land that is, or is intended to be, predominantly urban 

in character; and is, or is intended to be, part of a housing and labour market of at least 10,000 people. 
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60. The application states that the area is likely within the next 30 years to have a housing and labour market 

of  at least 10,000 people and as such the NPS:UD is a relevant consideration.  

61. Overall I considered that the proposal is consistent with the relevant provisions of the NPS:UD.  The 

reason for this is because, with regard to Objectives 1-6 and Policies 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 it will: 

• Allow people to provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being, and for their health and 

safety. 

• Increase the residential housing supply, and therefore housing affordability by incorporating an 

approximate 60 hectares more land as residential than the current provisions. 

• Enable more people to live in an area where there are many employment opportunities by 

increasing the ratio of residential zoned land from the current. 

• Shows a change of  the environment to meet the diverse and changing needs of  people, 

communities, and future generations. 

• Take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. 

• Enable a variety of sites in terms of location and size. 

• Assist in meeting expected demand for housing and for business over the short, medium and long 

terms. 

• Allow density that is commensurate to the relative demand for housing and business use by 

providing a range residential zones. 

• Add capacity for residential development. 

• Have taken into account hapū and iwi in its preparation and provide opportunities for involvement. 

 

National Policy Statement: Freshwater Management 

62. The application states there to be no known water bodies or wetlands located within the plan change 

area, and that therefore the NPS:FM is not considered relevant to the plan change.  I am also unaware 

of  there being any water bodies or wetlands, and therefore agree with the statement.  

63. No further consideration of this NPS is therefore had. 

 

Northland Regional Policy Statement  

64. The Northland Regional Policy Statement (NRPS) provides broad direction for managing Northland’s 

natural and physical resources.  The policies and methods contained in the NRPS provide guidance for 

territorial authorities for plan making.  

65. The application states that of particular relevance to this Plan Change are the provisions pertaining to 

economic wellbeing, Regionally Significant Inf rastructure, regional form, tangata whenua partic ipation 

in resource management, and natural hazard risk.  The Plan Change is considered to be consistent with 

the provisions of the NRPS.  
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Northland Regional Water and Soil Plan 

66. There are a number of Operative Regional Plans for Northland.  These include the Regional Water and 

Soil Plan, Air Quality Plan and Coastal Plan.  The Proposed Regional Plan (PRP) combines the 

operative Regional Plans applying to the coastal marine area, land and water and air, into one combined 

plan. 

67. The application states that the proposed provisions of the Plan Change are generally consistent with 

the PRP. 

 

Iwi and Hapū Management Plans 

68. The RMA, at s74(2A) states that Council must take into account any relevant planning documents 

recognised by an iwi authority and lodged with the territorial authority, to the extent that is content has 

a bearing on the resource management issues of the district.  At present there are five such documents. 

69. The application states that pre-lodgement consultation was undertaken with the Patuharakeke Iwi Trust 

Board (PTB) and a Cultural Impact Assessment was commissioned.  

 

Whangarei District Growth Strategy: Sustainable Futures 30/50 2010 

70. The Whangarei District Growth Strategy (the Growth Strategy) provides a broad strategic direction for 

growth within the District that manages and consolidates development based upon a structured five tier 

settlement pattern. 

71. The application states that the WDP has attempted to give effect to the Growth Strategy, however the 

provisions have not been ef fective. In particular, the complex nature of  the current Marsden Primary 

Centre provisions and an emphasis on industrial land uses have contributed to a lack of development. 

 

Draft Whangarei District Growth Strategy 

72. In April 2019 the Council released the draft Whangarei D istrict Growth Strategy (the draft Growth 

Strategy) for public feedback.  The draf t Growth Strategy is a high-level discussion document largely 

focused on how the District will cater for increased residential development capacity. 

73. The application states that the Plan Change is consistent with the strategic direction of the draft Growth 

Strategy as it seeks to apply a more appropriate land use mix with a focus on increasing housing 

capacity and choice. 

 

Marsden Point – Ruakaka Structure Plan 2008 

74. The Marsden Point-Ruakaka Structure Plan 2008 is a strategic planning document addressing the long-

term future (30-40 years and beyond) of the Ruakaka/Marsden area.  The Structure Plan seeks to 

concentrate retail and general business predominantly into the core of the Marsden Primary Centre.   

75. The application states that the plan change is broadly consistent with the Structure Plan.  
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Whangarei District Operative Plan 2007 (WDP) 

76. The WDP became Operative in May 2007 and includes strategic objectives and policies which provide 

a high-level policy direction for urban form and development in Chapter 6.  The WDP identifies Marsden 

Point/Ruakaka as a primary suburban node. The Plan Change area was zoned as ‘Marsden Primary 

Centre (MPC)’ through an earlier private Plan Change.  The land at Marsden City was also subject to a 

more recent private plan change which was made operative on 1 November 2017.  

 

Whangarei District Council Urban and Services Plan Changes 

77. On 8 May 2019, WDC notified the U&S Plan Changes as part of their wider rolling review.  The rezoning 

and reconsideration of the provisions for the Marsden Primary Centre were specifically excluded from 

the scope of the U&S Plan Changes.   

78. The application states that the Plan Change aligns with the Decisions version, now the appeals version 

of  the District Plan. 

 

Whangarei Open Spaces Strategy 

79. The Open Space Strategy sets out how Whangarei District Council will provide, develop, and maintain 

the network of open spaces within the district to meet the needs of  future generat ions.  The strategy 

includes an assessment of existing spaces, as well as future visions and priorities for open space.  

80. The application states that the Plan Change was developed to align with this Strategy. 

 

Whangarei Active Recreation and Sport Strategy 

81. This strategy aims to provide a high level of strategic overview of the current and future active recreation 

and sport facility needs for the district.   

82. The application states that the Strategy identifies that that Marsden/Point Ruakaka area is expected to 

experience some of the highest population increases in the district between 2018-2028.  The Plan 

Change is considered to be consistent with the Strategy, insofar as it is providing Council the opportunity 

to give effect to it in the future. 

 

Walking and Cycling Strategy 

83. The strategy provides a f ramework for increasing participation in walking and cycling as a principle 

transport mode within the district.  This Strategy identifies Marsden City as a service centre.    

84. The application states that a key objective of the Plan Change is to facilitate the efficient development 

of  Marsden City, which includes active pathways for walking and cycling. 
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Part 2 of the RMA 

85. Section 32(1)(a) requires an examination of  the extent to which the objectives of the proposal being 

evaluated are the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the RMA.  Further section 72 states 

the purpose of the preparation, implementation and administration of district plans is to assist territorial 

authorities to carry out their functions in order to achieve the purpose of the RMA. 

86. Specific to this proposal the request is to delete the current provisions within the Operative Plan, 

therefore consideration is not required as to the deletion of some and/or amendments of others; more 

accurately the consideration is on a proposed new Chapter, which includes proposed objectives.  With 

the exception of the amendments proposed to objectives within UFD Chapter. 

87. An assessment of the proposed objectives with respect to their appropriateness for achieving the 

purpose of the RMA was provided with the application as lodged at sections 10.1.1, 10.1.2, and 10.2.1 

on pages 47-50 of the Section 32 Assessment, and further in the amended s32 Assessment provided 

as further information at sections 10.1.1, 10.1.2, and 10.2.1 at pages 50-54 prepared by Barkers & 

Associates dated 20/03/20 and 16/09/20. 

88. In the below sections of this report, I recommend changes to objectives where they are in response to 

submissions.   

89. Part 2 of  the RMA includes sections 5 through 8.  Regarding section 5 I consider that the plan change 

objectives (including recommend amendments) are an appropriate means to meet the purpose of the 

RMA.  The purpose of the RMA is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources.  The proposal enables the comprehensive and efficient growth of the site in a way that will 

provide for the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people.  The objectives proposed within MTCZ 

aim to place the Marsden Town Centre as the key centre in the Ruakaka-Marsden area.  I do not agree 

that this change to hierarchy of the centres is necessary nor justified.  This is discussed in greater details 

later in the report.  However, for clarity it is my opinion that MTCZ-O3 should be deleted, and MTCZ-P3 

amended to remove mention of “…primary location…’. 

90. Section 6 of  the RMA sets out a list of  matters that all persons exercising functions and powers shall 

recognise and provide for.  These matters, considered to be relevant to this proposal are:  

• The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, 

waahi tapu, and other taonga; and 

• The management of significant risks from natural hazards. 

91. I consider the plan change, subject to recommended changes, does recognise and provide for the above 

matters because: 

• The subject site is not considered to be in a coastal area; 

• There are no identified areas of outstanding landscapes and features; 

• The site does not contain any indigenous vegetation or significant habitats;  

• There is no coastal marine area, lake nor river that needs public access considered; 
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• The applicant has consulted with PTB, and included an objective in regard to the relationship of 

Māori and their culture.  A Cultural Ef fects Assessment Report was also appended to the 

application which was prepared by PTB, dated March 2020; 

• There is no known historic heritage on the site; 

• There are no known protected customary rights that require protection; and  

• The site has some natural hazard notation, these have been considered and are not considered 

significant. 

92. Section 7 of the RMA lists a number of other matters that should be given particular regard to.  I consider 

the plan change has had regard to these matters because: 

• Consultation has been undertaken with PTB; 

• The increase towards residential development is considered to be an efficient use of the land; 

• It is my consideration that with less industrial land and an increase of residential, commercial and 

town centre spaces that amenity, while changing, is doing so in a positive way; and  

• The quality of the environment is considered to be increasing by moving from a more industrial 

focus to a more mixed use focus. 

93. Section 8 of the RMA requires the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi to be taken into account in relation 

to managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources.  It is my 

understanding that the principles of the Treaty are partnership (or redress), participation, and protection.  

The Patuharakeke Cultural Effect Assessment (CEA) states MCLP sought PTB’s advice on identifying 

any potential cultural effects associated with the proposal including an assessment of the proposal in 

relation to the Patuharakeke HEMP.  The CEA process included preliminary consultation, a cultural 

values assessment, a cultural ef fects assessment and an internal trust board hui to ratify.  The CEA 

states that the consultation undertaken to date with the applicant does address the principles of the 

Treaty, yet it should be ensured that future engagement should also occur.  

 

National Planning Standards 2019 

94. The purpose of the first set of National Planning Standards (the Standards) is to improve the efficiency 

and ef fectiveness of  the planning system by providing a nationally consistent structure, format, 

def initions, metrics and electronic functionality. 

95. The standards include mandatory directions.  Relevant to consideration of this PPC is section 8 ‘Zone 

Framework Standard’.  The mandatory direction is that a District Plan must only contain the zones listed 

in a table consistent with the description of those zones, except for a special purpose zone when 

direction 3 is followed.  Direction 3 states that an additional special purpose zone must only be created 

when the proposed land use activities or anticipated outcomes of the additional zone meet all of  the 

three stated criteria. 

96. The three criteria are: 

a. Are significant to the district, region or country 
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b. Are impractical to be managed through another zone 

c. Are impractical to be managed through a combination of spatial layers 

97. In the request for further information I sought justification as to why the proposal requests a special 

purpose zone rather than utilising the Town Centre Zone held within the standards.  A response was 

providing, stating: 

“The National Planning Standards District Plan Structure allow the creation of additional 

special purpose zones. This is reinforced in policy DGD-P9 (Special Purpose Zones) of the 

Decision Version of the DGD Chapter which states: “To provide for specific activities or areas 

where special circumstances apply by identifying and zoning areas as Special Purpose 

Zones.” The National Planning Standards allow for an additional special purpose zone to be 

created when the proposed land use activities or anticipated outcomes of the additional zone 

meet all of the following criteria: Are significant to the district, region or country – the proposed 

MTCZ is significant to the Whangarei District as it is identified in strategic documents as the 

satellite town centre to Whangarei City. Its ongoing development provides an opportunity to 

develop a more vibrant community ‘heart’ and vitality relative to the more dispersed and diluted 

town centre provided for under the operative Marsden Primary Centre provisions. Are 

impractical to be managed through another zone – while there is some consistency between 

the MTCZ with the Town Centre Zone description in the National Planning Standards 8, it is 

impractical to apply that zone given the special circumstances, history and complications 

associated with the operative Marsden Primary Centre provisions and strategic documents. 

Are impractical to be managed through a combination of spatial layers – Like b above, it is 

impractical to manage the MTCZ through spatial layers given the special circumstances 

special circumstances, history and complications associated with the operative Marsden 

Primary Centre provisions and strategic documents.” 

98. I do not agree that the application of the Town Centre Zone is impractical, and therefore cannot agree 

that the criteria to allow the creation of a special purpose zone have been met. 

99. The Ministry for Environments Guidance for Zone Framework and District Spatial Layers Standards 

document (‘the guidance document’) states: 

“The range of zones within the Zone Framework Standard is broad and flexible enough to 

manage a large variety of land uses across the country. However, there may be instances 

where a planning response needs its own special purpose zone. These are likely to be for 

local, site-specific exceptional uses that cannot be managed through any of the framework 

zones or spatial planning tools….Additional special purpose zones should not be used to 

provide for variations of zones already contained within the framework”. 

100. It is my consideration that the Town Centre Zone, which is currently not utilised within the WDP:AV, is 

the appropriate framework Zone to be used for the Marsden Town Centre area; and there is no reason 

to deviate in the application of the standards.  A policy can be included within the Town Centre Zone 

which provides direction as to where it is appropriate to have a Town Centre.  

101. The guidance document provides questions to help consider whether each of the three criterion is met.  

In regard to criterion b, are the provisions required to manage the ef fects or operation of the activities 
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so highly specific that a zone in the Zone Framework cannot practically enable or manage this.  In 

response to this I think the provision whereby any new building requires a restricted discretionary 

consent relating to managing urban design effects is somewhat unusual comparative to the drafting of 

other Zones, but I do not think this equates to the management of effects being so highly specific that 

they cannot sit as a Town Centres Zone.  Particularly when considering that this will be the f irst Town 

Centre Zone within the Whangarei District, and there is unlikely to be another proposed within the 

foreseeable future of the District Plan life. 

102. Based on the above discussion and consideration it is my recommendation that the current operative 

special purpose zone of  Marsden Primary Centre should be deleted; and not ‘replaced’ with the 

proposed Marsden Town Centre Zone.  Rather that a Commercial and Mixed Use Zone is added, and 

a Town Centre Zone, in alignment with the standards. 

9. Assessment of Environmental Effects 

103. Under Part 2 of  the First Schedule Section 22(2) and Clause 6 and 7 of  Schedule 4 of  the RMA an 

assessment of  environmental ef fects is to be included in an application.  An assessment of  

environmental effects was included and was supported by a range of technical reports.   

104. Prior to summarising the effects assessment of the application as lodged, which included six themes, I 

feel it is important to explain my position in regard to the current provisions of the site. As previously 

mentioned, the site is within the Marsden Primary Centre Chapter of the District Plan.  As such it is my 

consideration that there is a strong element of permitted baseline, or anticipated level of development, 

for the site.  Meaning that, for example, if this Private Plan Change application was withdrawn/declined 

there would be operative planning provisions in place that provide for commercial and residential 

development.  Effectively the site is not a green f ield site zoned for rural purposes, rather the existing 

Chapter states it “…provides the opportunity to develop a mixed use environment, creating capacity for 

long-term commercial and residential growth…”. 

105. At the conclusion of the notif ication period the submission points were considered, and technical 

consultants engaged in the following areas to review and assess the areas raised: 

• Economics (Attachment 1) – Derek Foy, Economist, Market Economics Consulting 

• Transportation (Attachment 2) – Don McKenzie, Private Sector Leader Transportation, Stantec 

• Acoustic (Attachment 3)– Jon Styles, Director and Principal, Styles Group Acoustic and Vibration 

Consultants 

106. The conclusions, considerations, and recommendations o f the experts above are discussed in detail, 

with reference to submissions made, in Section 11 of this 42a report. 

10. Notification and Submissions 

107. The table below provides a chronology of events for PC150 deemed relevant: 
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Event Date 

Lodgement of Private Plan Change 23 March 2020 

Clause 23 Request 21 April 2020 

Clause 23 Response 16 September 2020 

Clause 25 Acceptance 3 November 2020 

Notif ication Period 16 November 2020-10 December 2020 

Further Submission Period 20 January 2021-3 February 2021 

Hearing Dates 18-20 August 2021 

108. A substantial request for further information was made, with the intent of assisting all parties to have the 

fullest availability of information. 

109. The responses are considered throughout the below sections, with copies of the request and responses 

available on the WDC website, using this link1. 

110. Twenty eight (28) submissions and four (4) further submissions were received during the periods stated 

above. Attachments 5 and 6 contain submissions and further submissions; and the summary of  

submissions document is available on the WDC website, using this link2. 

111. No submissions were received late. 

112. No pre-hearing meeting was held. 

11. Consideration of Submissions 

A. Amenity and Character  

Submission Information 

113. Amenity and character were not identified as a key theme within the submissions received, with very 

few submissions raising comment in terms of amenity and character.  Those which did were in support, 

with no specific relief stated. 

114. Mention was made to the proposed Plan Change being an improvement to the current form. 

115. The exception to the above is points 6, 8 and 9 within submission #26 from KiwiRail Holdings Ltd.  The 

three points relate to requesting the inclusion of a 3m setback fo r buildings and structures f rom the 

railway corridor. 

Response 

116. The RMA includes section 7(c) which requires that decision makers shall have particular regard to “the 

maintenance and enhancement of amenity values .” “Amenity values” is defined in Section 2 o f  the 

Resource Management Act 1991 as “…those natural and physical qualities and characteristics of an 

area that contribute to peoples’ appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and recreational 

attributes.” As such the amenity values and neighbourhood characteristics of an area can be described 

as those special attributes, relating particularly to natural and physical characteristics that make an area 

 
 
1 https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150  
2 https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150 

https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150
https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150
https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150
https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Services/Property/Planning/District-Plan-changes/Current-plan-changes/PC150
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or neighbourhood unique. Nonetheless, amenity values are a subjective concept, and are reliant  on 

context and individual perspective. 

117. While I do not consider there to be any particular response to submissions required, I do have planning 

responses to add for the benef it of the Commissioners to gain an understanding and basis for the 

recommendations I make below. 

118. A report was received from Matt Riley, B&A Urban & Environmental titled ‘Urban Design Assessment’, 

dated 19 August 2020.  This report includes consideration in regard to amenity and character, among 

other aspects and is ultimately supportive of the Private Plan Change (PPC). 

119. I consider the key findings of the assessment are that: 

• the town centre is likely to achieve a high amenity environment. 

• provisions should be amended to ensure that there is a development trigger to require the amenity 

improvements, including wider footpaths and cycle lanes, shown on the cross sections for existing 

roads be undertaken. 

• the UFD Chapter sets out useful high level strategic objectives and policies e.g. UFD-P3 “To 

maintain and enhance character and amenity values by…”. 

• open space within the town centre would support creating a high amenity and vibrant 

environment. 

• provisions within MTCZ should be amended to ensure the high amenity outcomes expected are 

actually achieved.  These are to amend MTCZ-R25 to also require consent for alterations and 

additions over a specified size or percentage to buildings, and that clause 3 of  MTCZ-REQ1 is 

amended to refer to building and site design on corner sites, particularly MTCZ corners adjoining 

On Tree Hill Road and also Casey Road, as a matter to which particular regard is given to. 

• the approach of  any new building in the MTCZ requiring a restricted discretionary consent 

application is generally supported, noting discretion is restricted to “ef fects on streetscape 

character and amenity…”. 

• requiring a landscape strip along the f rontages of lots to One Tree Point Road and SH15 south 

of  the town centre would be an appropriate response to the rural character of  the surrounding 

area. 

• subject to recommended modifications, it is considered that the proposal will result in an urban 

form that is compact and connected, appropriately manages visual amenity effects and has a high 

amenity and vibrant town centre.  

120. Mr Riley helpfully makes an appendix of recommended changes to the PPC provisions at page 34 

onwards of his assessment.  Where changes are proposed to COMZ, at his point numbers 2 and 3, I 

make the following comments: 
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• While I can understand and appreciate the reasons for reducing the current height in rule COMZ-

R3 to 12m from 15m for the precinct provisions, I do not support this as a recommendation.  

Typically, wherever possible I hold the opinion that the current AV:DP Chapters, both Zone 

Chapters and District Wide Chapters should be applied.  I appreciate the comments of Mr Riley 

that the reduction by 3m in the ‘v’ shaped southern portion of the site would allow a less dominant 

form of building by reducing the scale of buildings framing the southern and western ends of the 

PPC area as seen when driving along One Tree Point Road and SH15.   However it is my opinion 

that other bulk and location provisions, such as setbacks will achieve a similar result and there is 

not a reason to set this site different to others.  Furthermore I consider there to be sufficient policy 

f ramework, objectives or policies, to support a reduction.  

• I agree with the concept of not requiring a building to be within 1m of Port Marsden Highway or 

One Tree Point Road, as is required in COMZ-R4.  I do not consider there is a need to require 

buildings be near One Tree Point Road nor Port Marsden Highway as the intent here is to create 

a more urban interface which is not necessary towards these two roads.  I do feel that the rule is 

applicable towards Waiwarawara Drive though.  There are many instances throughout the District 

where the Commercial Zone mapped areas are adjoining or adjacent to residentially zoned land, 

and as such near urban form subdivisions.  In this instance I do not see any reason to differentiate 

the COMZ land within the PPC area f rom any other COMZ land within the District. 

• In regard to COMZ-R6 ‘Building Frontages’ I do not agree that the PPC COMZ areas should be 

exempt from this rule, for the same reason as detailed above. 

• Mr Riley suggests a minimum 2m wide landscaping strip along the Waiwarawara Drive frontage 

of  the lots, excluding where vehicle crossings are located.  I do not hold the opinion that this is 

necessary.  The current COMZ provisions include rules whereby boundaries “are planted with 

trees or shrubs to a minimum height of 1.8m and a minimum depth of 1m…” where sites adjoin 

a residential, waterfront or open space zone.  This inclusion for planting is activity rather than 

Zone specific, for example for activities such as Storage, Repair and Maintenance Services, 

Food and Beverage, Grocery Store. 

121. Taking into account the comments and assessments undertaken in the reports of Harrison Grierson, Mr 

Riley of  B&A, and Ms Skidmore I make the following comments. 

• I believe acknowledgement of the current operative provisions for the site is valid.  The area 

anticipates a current level of  possible development, which would have a higher industrial 

component than what is proposed within the PPC.  Overall it is considered that the proposed 

urban environment will add a higher level of amenity than what is currently occurring. 

• Further the PPC includes various triggers, methods and policy direction in terms of  ensuring a 

high amenity environment results. 

• Overall I consider that the PPC has largely taken a holistic approach to the development goals 

that allow amenity values and character to remain at acceptable levels.  Particularly that the PPC, 

where it has been able and in its majority, relied on Zone and District Wide Chapters of the AV:DP.  
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These Chapters have recently been through a process of drafting, notification, hearings, appeals, 

and in some circumstances mediation and Environment Court Hearings.  They are therefore 

considered to be robust and accurate to legislative requirements  

122. In regard to points 6, 8 and 9 within submission #26 f rom KiwiRail Holdings Ltd, the relief sought is to 

add a setback f rom the rail corridor to ensure that buildings are able to be accessed and maintained 

safely at all times from within adjacent properties.  The justification provided is that where a rail corridor 

adjoins a site, it can appear ‘easy’ for occupiers to access corridor land to facilitate maintenance 

however this is stated to give rise to a significant safety issue.  The submission states that by ensuring 

that buildings are setback, the risk of safety being compromised is reduced. 

123. The land that will adjoin KRH-2 is Marsden Town Centre, Mixed Use and Commercial.  The Commercial 

Zone has a 3m requirement f rom residential, waterf ront, or Open Space and Recreational Zone 

boundaries, and Mixed Use has similar also.  The addition of 3m setback f rom the railway corridor, as 

requested, is not considered suitable.  The reason for this is that there is a rule within the District Wide 

Transport Chapter, at reference TRA-9A (pasted below for ease), which relates specifically to setbacks 

f rom railway corridors. 

 

124. As shown above the rule requires a setback f rom the strategic railway line protection areas.  It is my 

opinion that this District Wide rule achieves what has been requested within the submission from 

KiwiRail.   

Recommendation 

125. I recommend that the Commissioners accept the proposed change to MCP-R10 and MCP-R203, to add 

wording that the minimum setback from roads within the Commercial Zone do not require a 1m setback 

f rom One Tree Point Road and Port Marsden Highway-SH15.  
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126. I recommend that the Commissioners decline the proposed change to MTCZ-R5, as shown in 

Attachment 7, but that a strategic railway line is shown on the relevant District Plan Map, similar to the 

marked-up version below shown in purple dashed line. 

 
Figure 5: Excerpt of proposed Map showing purple dashed line for strategic railway line protection area 

127. I recommend that the Commissioners insert a rule provision within MCP whereby an activity is permitted 

if  all site boundaries which are adjoining Port Marsden Highway (SH15) are planted with trees or shrubs 

to a minimum height of 1.8m above ground level and a minimum depth of 2m, possible drafting below: 

MPC-RXX Any Activity  

 Activity Status: Permitted  

Where:  

1.    All site boundaries which 
are adjoining State 
Highway 15-Port Marsden 
Highway are planted with 
trees or shrubs to a 
minimum height of 1.8m 
above ground level and a 
minimum depth of 2m. 

Activity Status when compliance not achieved: Restricted 

Discretionary 

Matters of discretion: 

1.  Visual amenity effects. 

2.  Any special or unusual characteristics of the site which 
is relevant to the rule. 

3.  The ef fects on the amenity of neighbouring sites. 
4.  The ef fects on the amenity of neighbouring zones. 
5.  The characteristics of the development. 
6. The outlook and privacy of adjoining and adjacent 

properties. 
7.  Ef fects on adjoining zones. 
8.  The functional and operational needs of commercial 

activities. 
9.  The ef fects of shading and visual dominance on 

adjoining properties. 
 

 

B. Industrial/Commercial Land 

Submission Information 

128. Submissions received are in support of  the reduced industrial focus, with an increased focus on 

residential development which will support a viable town centre.  A further submission states support for 

less commercial/industrial land to ensure the availability of residential housing keeps pace with demand. 
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Response 

129. Calculating the numerical change to industrial, commercial, and residential land is somewhat 

challenging as the exact Zones are not transferring f rom the current Operative provisions to the 

Proposed Zones.  However, that said residentially zoned land within the PPC area is increasing  

approximately f rom 9ha to 69ha, commercial remains similar (3ha increase), and specifically industry 

zoned land decreasing from 105ha to 0ha. However, the existing 105ha of industrial zoned land is not 

specifically limited to industrial use and provides for a wide range of other activities and the COMZ land 

would provide opportunities for industrial and commercial activities. 

130. The PPC as lodged included an Economic Assessment authored by Tim Heath and Phil Osborne at 

Market Economics Ltd, dated February 2020.  Sections of their report directly consider the area of land 

zonings with the viability of the town centre, and predictions of necessary supply. 

131. Their report was reviewed by Derek Foy, f rom Market Economics Ltd.  His review resulted in 13 

questions or matters seeking clarification, which were sought in the request for further information, and 

subsequently responded to by Tim Heath. 

132. I would be sitting outside my area of expertise to comment on any of the technical economic aspects, 

and default to the reports and reviews undertaken by the relevant experts.  In regard to the planning 

considerations of the proposed zonings, I consider an increase in residentially zoned land, and the 

introduction of a town centre to be an improvement on the current operative provisions. 

133. In terms of the NPS:UD, I note that as part of the Urban and Services Plan Changes an evaluation was 

undertaken of the business land supply across the District to ensure sufficient land was provided to meet 

projected growth demand. The operative Marsden Primary Centre Environments were not included in 

the evaluation so the proposed reduction in industrial land will not impact the assessed business land 

supply.  

Recommendation 

134. I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Retain the zoning as notified. 

b. Accept the proposed zoning layout insofar as it relates to a reduction of commercial/industrial 
land and an increase of residential zoned land.   

c. Utilise the Zones and Chapters within the AV:DP (i.e. the GRZ, MRZ and LRZ). 

 

C. Economic  

Submission Information 

135. Several submissions supported PC150 for the following reasons:  

• PC150 will enhance the growth and economic development of the area.  

• PC150 will help reduce housing prices. 
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• The proposed provisions are appropriate for the growth of  Marsden City and provide for an 

appropriate balance of activities. 

136. Several submissions opposed PC150 for the following reasons: 

• It will not be viable to have two town centres as this would undermine the existing activities, 

facilities and services in the area.  

• The new town centre would compete with the existing centre. 

• PC150 is motivated by trade competition and f rom the applicant’s own economic evidence the 

commercial zoning is not viable unless development on existing commercial land can be 

controlled. 

• Opposing development in existing Local Centres would not benefit businesses or residents and 

would solely benefit the developers. 

• The existing Ruakaka centre has all of the required amenities for the area and a new centre 3km 

away is not needed. 

Response 

137. The key aspects of PC150 that are relevant to the consideration of the economic issues raised in the 

submissions are that PC150 proposes to replace the operative Precinct 1 Town Centre South (30ha) 

and Precinct 2: Industry (105ha) with the following zonings: 

• Low Density Residential Zone – 9.89ha 

• General Residential Zone – 56.08ha 

• Medium Density Residential Zone – 3.02ha 

• Marsden Town Centre Zone – 8.41ha 

• Mixed Use Zone – 12ha 

• Commercial Zone – 19.07ha. 

138. The applicants provided an economic assessment of PC150 with the application prepared by Property 

Economics Limited and provided further economic assessment in response to the request for further 

information.   

139. In preparing this s42A report advice was sought from Derek Foy (see Attachment 1) to review the 

information provided by the applicant and respond to the issues raised in the submissions.  

140. Mr Foy has undertaken an assessment of the appropriateness of the proposed zoning against the 

growth and demand projections for the catchment to ascertain whether the extent of proposed zoning 

provides for an appropriate level of non-residential activities. Mr Foy concludes the following: 
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• The applicant has overestimated the amount of retail and commercial services floorspace that is 

sustainable by 2043 in the catchment by approximately 0.8ha. 

• The proposed 4.8ha Commercial Zone and a 3.6ha Town Centre Zone together provide enough 

capacity to accommodate the assessed future demand growth in the catchment out to 2043.  

• The large area of  Mixed Use Zone proposed in PC150 would enable retail and commercial activity 

far in excess of that assessed as being sustainable in the catchment. 

• Large Format Retail (LFR) has not been strictly provided for in PC150 as it is not consistent with 

the developer’s vision for Marsden City. However, for a catchment with a current population of 

nearly 10,000 people and that is projected to increase to between 13,000 and nearly 16,000 

people by 2043, some LFR may be appropriate. 

141. I acknowledge the concerns raised by Mr Foy in relation to there being no specific provisions for LFR 

developments. However, in my opinion the MTCZ provisions do not require amendment.  If  the 

Commissioners thought amendments were appropriate these could be implemented as follows: 

• Amend MTCZ-R16 to be restricted discretionary where compliance is not achieved rather than 

discretionary to provide a more enabling rule f ramework for large scale general retail.  

• Include an accompanying new policy in relation to managing the scale of buildings to ensure that 

larger scale buildings are appropriately designed. 

142. Mr Foy has also undertaken an assessment of the appropriate location for the proposed additional 

business land and whether Marsden City is a suitable location. Mr Foy considers that there is no policy 

support or justification that the business land should be located in Marsden City. Mr Foy does not 

consider that there is a policy framework to support allocating Marsden City a higher role in the centres 

hierarchy than other centres such as the Local Centre Zone in Ruakaka. Mr Foy concludes that: 

“Not all of the demand growth will be appropriately located in Marsden City, and some growth 

should be enabled in other centres in the catchment, because in our opinion Marsden City 

should not be afforded greater development priority than the Ruakaka centre. Some potential 

expansion of the Waipu town centre, and smaller local centres should also be anticipated.” 

143. I agree with Mr Foy’s assessment and consider that policy UFD -P10 should not be amended and should 

be retained as it is in the appeals version of the plan. In my opinion there is insufficient justification to 

support allocating Marsden City a higher role in the centres hierarchy than other centres such as the 

Local Centre Zone. 

144. Overall, Mr Foy considers that PC150 would result in trade competition and retail distribution effects 

much reduced from the operative zoning for Marsden City. However, Mr Foy considers that: 

“The proposed zonings may still enable significant adverse effects on other centres, 

particularly due to the very large area of Mixed Use zone proposed, in which retail activities 

are permitted. A more appropriate response than creating a retail environment that yields 

potential effects that are not as bad as the operative zoning would be to aim to create an 
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efficient environment and centres network that functions well for all of the catchment’s 

communities.” 

145. I acknowledge the concerns raised regarding the potential excessive amount of business activities 

provided for in the Mixed Use Zone. In my opinion the precinct provisions for the Mixed Use Zone should 

be amended to remove the requirement for residential activities to be located above ground floor. This 

would have the ef fect of enabling the Mixed Use Zone to be more flexible and residential based in the 

future if  there was limited demand for business activities in that area. This could enable more efficient 

use of  land in my opinion.  

146. Trade Competition has been raised, and therefore for completeness I will offer some comment at this 

stage but note that this will be covered by legal sub during the hearing.  Section 74(3) prohibits the 

consideration of trade competition.   This section states that regard cannot be had to trade competition 

or the ef fects of trade competition when developing a district plan.   

147. It is my understanding that there is a need to consider the degree of effect prior to the validity, or 

otherwise, of trade competition being able to be given regard to.  In a case that went to the High Court 

(Northcote Mainstreet Incorporated vs Discount Brands 2004), mention was made that “…social or 

economic effects must be significant before they could be properly regarded as going beyond the effects 

ordinarily associated with trade competition…”, further that “in regard to shopping centres I would not, 

with respect, subscribe to the view that the adverse effects of some other competing retail development 

must be such as to be ruinous before they could be considered.  But they must, at the least, seriously 

threaten the viability of the centre as a whole with on-going consequential ef fects for the community 

served by that centre”.   

148. Having read the Growth Strategy, the Structure Plan, relevant submissions, case law and the reports of 

the relevant experts I do not believe there to be effects that go beyond the effects of trade competition 

and therefore no further requirement is needed being that there is a prohibition to being able to consider 

trade competition. 

Recommendation 

149. I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Amend UFD-P10 as set out below. 

b. Consider inserting a new policy in the MTCZ Chapter and amending MTCZ-R16 as set out 
below if the Commissioners are of a mind to provide more enabling provisions for large format 
retail activities in the MTCZ. 

c. Amend MCP-P3 and MCP-R18 as set out below. 
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UFD Chapter 
 

Policies – Urban Area Form and Development 

UFD-P10 – Local 
Centre Zone 

To maintain the community focal point and provide convenient business and 
service activities by applying the Local Centre Zone in locations that: 
1. Contain a range of existing small scale commercial and community activities 

to support the surrounding residential community. 

2. Have predominately active street frontages and strong pedestrian networks. 

3. Are not identified as hazard prone. 

4. Are not located within 500m of  the City Centre Zone and maintain the 

viability of the City Centre Zone and the Marsden Town Centre Zone. 

5. Have an identified demand for business, service and community activities 

for the surrounding residential community. 

 
MTCZ Chapter 
 

Policies 

MTCZ-PNew – 
Large Scale 
Retail Activities 

To manage the scale and design of large scale retail activities to ensure that:  
1. Active frontage is maintained and enhanced at ground floor.  

2. Activity and building design are complementary to the Marsden Town 

Centre Zone context.  

3. Buildings are designed to be f lexible and adaptable to a range of uses and 

do not unduly restrict potential future uses of the site.  

4. Large single use buildings at ground f loor are sleeved by smaller scale 

commercial activities where appropriate.  

 

MTCZ-R16 
General Retail 

 
Activity Status: Permitted 
Where:  

1) The activity is a primary activity or 

ancillary activity. 

2) The maximum Business Net Floor 

Area is 600m2 per site. 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved: Restricted Discretionary  
 
Matters of discretion: 
1. The design and scale of the building. 
2. Adverse effects on active frontage. 
3. The extent to which the building is 

designed to be able to change use in the 
future. 

 
 
MCP Precincts Chapter 
 

Policies 

MCP-P3 –
Streetscape 

Encourage development to achieve attractive and safe streets and public spaces in 
residential areas including by: 

a. providing for passive surveillance  

b. optimising front yard landscaping  

c. minimising visual dominance of garage doors. 

d. recognising that residential at ground floor may be appropriate in the Mixed Use 

Zone and Sub-Precinct A where development maintains privacy and amenity 

for ground floor occupants and allows opportunities for passive surveillance.  
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MCP-R18 Residential Unit 

 Activity Status: Permitted 
Where:  

1. Every residential unit provides a 
Net Floor Area of at least: 

a. For 1 bedroom – 45m2 

a. For 2 bedrooms – 70m2 
b. For 3 bedrooms – 90m2 
c. For more than 3 bedrooms – 

90m2 plus 12m2 for each 
additional bedroom. 

2. Every 1 bedroom residential unit 
contains an outdoor living court of 
at least 4m2 and at least 1.5m 
depth. 

3. Every 2+ bedroom residential unit 
contains an outdoor living court of 
at least 8m2 and at least 2.4m 
depth. 

4. Every residential unit is above 
ground floor. 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved: Restricted Discretionary  
Matters of discretion: 

1. The design, size and layout of buildings 
to provide appropriate privacy and 
amenity for occupants on-site.  

2. The proximity of the site to communal or 
public open space that has the potential 
to mitigate any lack of private outdoor 
living space.  

3. Adverse effects on active frontage. 
4. Adverse effects on streetscape amenity. 
5. Privacy for residents and opportunities 

for passive surveillance. 
Note: Any application shall comply with 
information requirement MCP – REQ3. 
Notif ication:  
Any application for a residential unit which 
does not comply with MCP-R21.1 – 42 shall 
not require the written consent of affected 
persons and shall not be notified or limited-
notif ied unless Council decides that special 
circumstances exist under section 95A(4) of 
the Resource Management Act 1991.  

 

D. Community/Neighbourhood 

Submission Information 

150. Submissions raised points as summarised below: 

• The provision of four small sections for parks and reserves is not sufficient. 

• A large park area with planting would be desirable for residents. 

• Consideration should be given to bike riding, scooters and areas to play sports. 

• Lack of footpaths and cycle tracks. 

• Provision of Open Space is best addressed at subdivision stage. 

• A new school would be required to service the proposed urban growth. 

• Inclusion of quality green spaces have a positive effect on people’s health and wellbeing. 

• Support stated for the creation of  walkable and well connected neighbourhoods, along with 

support for the proposed cycling provisions along main roads. 

• Cycleways and footpaths within Council administered open space should be exempt f rom rule 

MCP-R5 ‘Street and Pedestrian Networks’. 

Response 

151. The Ministry have sought the inclusion of education facilities within two objectives, two policies and a 

change to one rule.  The change requested to MCP-O1 and MCP-P8 is to include the words ‘and 
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education’ and “education facilities”, respectively.  In my opinion these changes are suitable. The 

wording of MCP-P8 is discussed in more detail in section G below where it is recommended to replace 

“residential and commercial” with “all”. In my opinion this will address the relief sought by the Ministry of 

Education.   

152. The Ministry of  Education also sought to change MCP-O4 and MCP-P7 to add the words “including 

social infrastructure” and “and social infrastructure”, respectively.  In my opinion the inclusion of those 

terms is not suitable.  My reading of  MCP-O4 and MCP-P7 is that they are draf ted to related to 

engineering infrastructure, three waters and the supply of related services such as water supply.  Further 

I believe the term social inf rastructure captures more than educational facilities, which may be an 

unintended result. 

153. The Ministry of Education requests the deletion of MCP-R28 clause 2, which is MUZ-R20 within the 

AV:DP.  The request specifically is to delete the requirement to plant trees or shrubs to a minimum 

height of 1.8m above ground level and a minimum depth of 1m where site boundaries are adjoining a 

Residential or Open Space and Recreation Zone.  In my opinion this should not be deleted.  The rule is 

linked to various activities throughout numerous Zone Chapters.  These provis ions are currently at time 

of  drafting this report at an appeal version stage but have no active appeals so can be treated as 

operative.  I do not consider there to be any valid planning reason why this requirement should apply in 

areas of  the District but not to Mixed Use Zone within the PPC area.  

154. Council’s Infrastructure Group requested an amendment to MCP-R5 ‘Street and Pedestrian Networks’ 

to clarify that the requirements do not apply to vested Open Space areas.  In my opinion their request 

is fair, and in my opinion the intent of the rule was not to capture the areas of land owned by the Council 

should that occur. 

155. Mr Riley recommends, and the submission from WDC’s Infrastructure Group requests, that provision be 

included to ensure suitable open spaces are provided.  Both a policy and an objective have been 

included for MCP that speak to the provision of open space: 

• MCP-O7 Open Space: “Create a strong network of public open space…”. 

• MCP-P10 Open Space: “Require subdivision within the Marsden City Precinct to provide for the 

recreation and amenity needs of the residents by providing…”; and  

156. It is my opinion that the policy framework is in place to allow a rule to sit comfortably, and usefully within 

the proposed Chapter.  A rule can be draf ted stating that subdivision is controlled where open spaces 

are provided, and the area and location can be specified in accordance with the submission.  

157. The WDC Appeals Version Map, at reference ‘Zone Map 44Z – Marsden City’, includes two areas of 

Open Space.  One being a portion of land owned by Whangarei District Council as Recreation Reserve, 

having an area of 1048m²; and an additional area of land being 680m².  They are shown and outlined in 

the image below, respectively as Open Space and Natural Open Space.  It is my opinion that these 

should remain as per the Urban and Services Appeal Version Map, and not be re-zoned as Medium 

Density Residential nor Commercial. 
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Figure 6: Excerpt of WDC AV Planning Map 

158. It is my consideration that a sound planning outcome for the area is for there to be consideration and 

inclusion of open space areas.  The proposed provisions currently include objectives and policies that 

focus on open space, such as MCP-O7 and MCP-P10, however it is my opinion that there is an absence 

of  precinct rules.  I have recommended an amendment to MTCZ-SUBR1, at MTCZ-SUBR1.3 which 

encourages land to be provided as reserve.  It is my opinion that similar provision should be included 

within the MCP Precincts provisions. 

159. Further to the above, and my opinion that greater consideration should be given to the provision of open 

space, leads to discussion in relation to Lot 59 DP 465292 (‘Lot 59’).  This parcel of land has an area 

of  approximately 33 hectares and sits adjoining Port Marsden Highway and the KiwiRail designation, as 

shown in f igure 7 below: 

 

Figure 7: Excerpt of WDC Planning Map (allotment shown with red cross) 

160. Linked to the consideration of this parcel of land specifically is the current concern held that the draft 

bund provision rules for noise mitigation and reverse sensitivity are unworkable.  The need for the bund 

provision, and the reasoning is discussed in greater detail further down when considering submissions 

relating to noise.  The rational for mentioning the bund here relates to my recommendation that 

consideration is given to whether a precinct rule relating directly to lot 59 is valid and beneficial. 
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161. Specific provisions could relate to lot 59 whereby at time of subdivision/development assessment and 

consideration is required to be given to both the provision of open space and also to the creation, and 

future management, of the bund. 

162. Should this be seen as a solution, the approach would not be introductory to the WDC DP nor AV. An 

example sits within the General Residential Zone at page 16 onwards within Precinct 9. 

Recommendation 

163. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

a. Amend MTCZ-SUBR1 as below: 

b. Amend MCP-O1 and MCP-P8 as shown below. 

c. Retain MCP-O4 and MCP-P7 as notified. 

d. Retain MCP-R28 as notified. 

e. Consider the inclusion of specific precinct provisions for Lot 59 DP465292. 

f. Amend MCP-R5 and MCP-REQ2, as below. 

 
 

164. In my opinion it is appropriate to make amendments to MCP-O1 and MCP-P8 in response to the Ministry 

of  Education, I recommend the following additions shown in underline: 
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MCP-O1 - Liveable Precinct: Marsden City Precinct is developed in a comprehensive and 
integrated way to provide for a compatible mix of residential living, commercial, and 
employment and education. 

MCP-P8 – Transport and Access: Ensure that the timing of all residential and commercial 
development in Marsden City is coordinated with the intersection upgrades necessary to 
mitigate the adverse effects of development on the wider transport network: 

• SH15A/One Tree Point Road/McCathie Road intersection 

• One Tree Point Road/Pokapu Road 

• One Tree Point Road/Casey Road 

165. In regard to the inclusion of the term social infrastructure I recommend that the Commissioners do not 

amend MCP-O4 or MCP-P7. 

166. I recommend that Rule MCP-R5, should be amended as below to clarify that the requirements do not 

apply to vested Open Space areas. In addition, I recommend a consequential amendment to MCP-R5 

and MCP-REQ2 to remove the direct references to the “Whangarei District Council Engineering 

Standards” as this document is not incorporated by reference into the AV:DP. I recommend that the 

Engineering Standards instead be referred to in the note of MCP-R5 and MCP-REQ2: 

MCP-R5 Street and Pedestrian Networks 

 Activity Status: Permitted 

Where:  

1. Streets, cycleways, and 

footpaths (excluding those 

connections provided within 

vested Open Space areas) 

are: 

a. Located in accordance 

with the MCP Plans. 

b. Formed in accordance 

with the MCP ‘Street 

Sections’ plans. 

 

 

Activity Status when compliance not achieved: 

Restricted Discretionary 

Matters of discretion: 

1. Alternative location of streets and impact on MCP 

layout. 

2. The provision, design, construction and standards 

of  streets, cycleways, and footpaths. 

3. Urban design best practice. 

4. Traf f ic and pedestrian safety and efficiency. 

 

Notes:  

1. Any application shall comply with information 

requirement MCP – REQ2.  

2. Acceptable means of compliance for the provision, 

design and construction of infrastructure is contained 

within the Whangārei District Council Engineering 

Standards. 
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MCP-REQ2 Development of Street Network – Transport Assessment 

Transport 

Assessment 

1. Any application pursuant to MCP-R5 shall include an Integrated Transport 

Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced professional detailing 

and/or assessing the following:  

a. An assessment detailing the extent to which the design of the road network is 

generally in accordance with the indicative locations shown on MCPA “Indicative Road 

Network”.  

b. An assessment detailing the extent to which the design of roads is generally in 

accordance with MCPA “Road Cross Sections”.  

c. An assessment detailing the extent to which an alternative layout achieves an 

integrated street network within the MCP.  

d. An assessment detailing how the proposed street network complies with the 

Whangarei District Council Engineering Standards.  of the provision, design, 

construction and standards of the proposed street network. 

e. An assessment of how the proposal provides for traffic and pedestrian safety within 

MCP. 

Note:  

1. Acceptable means of compliance for the provision, design and construction of 

infrastructure is contained within the Whangārei District Council Engineering Standards. 

 

E. Residential  

Submission Information 

167. Support was provided in numerous submissions for the proposed rezoning of a large area of  land to 

residential, points included: 

• The uptake of land has not occur with the current, predominately industrial, zoning. 

• There is a shortage of residential land currently in the area. 

• Increased residential supply could favourably reduce house prices. 

168. A submission was also received in opposition, which in summary, stated that intensive residential areas 

should be located in large towns or cities where there is greater provision of public transport, footpaths 

and cycle tracks.  Concern was also raised in regard to intensive residential development in a semi-rural 

area. 

169. A submission was also received that supported the PPC in part, f rom North Port.  The submission 

supports the additional residential development that would be facilitated by the PPC and believes this is 

necessary to support continued business growth.  However, the submission raised concern in regard to 

the location of residential land adjacent to SH15 and the railway corridor, and the potential related 

reverse sensitivity effects.  The submission seeks four points, being: 

• Delete MPC-R4 and retain the integrated transport requirements under the TRA chapter of  the 

District Plan. 
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• Incorporate adequate building setbacks to facilitate the future 4-laning of SH15. 

• Retain provisions that seek to manage reverse sensitivity. 

• Remove residential uses in the vicinity of SH15 and the rail corridor. 

Response 

TRA Chapter: 

170. As mentioned in other areas of response, where possible the PPC has relied on provisions proposed to 

currently be within the District Plan, i.e. those within AV:DP.  My overarching principle has been that 

wherever possible PC150 should rely on the Zone Chapter and District Wide Chapters of the AV:DP.  

This document has been through a significant and recent process, and to avoid complicating the 

f ramework of the Plan further I am of  the opinion it makes sense to rely on provisions where and 

whenever possible. 

171. Therefore I agree with the decision sought to delete MPC-R4 and rely on a modified version of the 

integrated transport assessment (ITA) requirements of  the district wide Transport Chapter which 

includes matters of discretion and information requirements relating to specific roads and intersections 

that need to be assessed through the ITA. 

Setbacks: 

172. The mitigation that can be provided by including an increased setb ack f rom a noise mitigation 

perspective is discussed in detail in J below.  It is my opinion that an increased setback from SH15 has 

dual purpose, and I support its inclusion particularly where it adjoins the LRZ.  While I state that I support 

an increased setback, I also note that by default an increased setback from SH15 where it is adjoined 

by LRZ will be the result of the bund provisions.  No building or structure will be able to be built upon the 

bund and as such will be a minimum of 12m from SH15.   

173. I am unsure whether the submission seeks additional setback of the bund specifically from the property 

boundary edge.  In regard to this I consider the bund would not be considered a building in the Definitions 

Chapter as it would not be partially or fully roofed as required in the def inition.  However the setback 

rule within LRZ also references major structure.  A major structure includes a fence or wall, which I 

would not consider the bund to be.  It also includes a structure greater than 2.2m in height above ground 

level or greater than 9m² ground coverage, including outdoor stockpiles or areas of storage.  A structure 

is def ined as meaning any building, equipment or device or other facility made by people and which is 

f ixed to land.  The bund in my opinion is not equipment, nor device nor facility therefore it turns to 

whether it would be a building which I have already stated I do not consider it to be. 

174. Therefore it would be my opinion that the bund should be caught in the LRZ setback rule (reference 

LRZ-R4 ‘Building and Major Structure Setbacks’, or similar rule to be included within the precinct 

provisions.  The rule should require the bund to be setback 4.5m f rom road boundaries.  This would 

then result in 4.5m f rom SH15, plus the 12m bund width at ground level, plus any setback the property 

owner chooses to build their dwelling, therefore a minimum of 16.5m. 
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Reverse Sensitivity: 

175. The COMZ has an Objective that states “Restrict sensitive activities which may generate reverse 

sensitivity or risk effects”, this follows with a policy stating “…minimise any potential reverse sensitivity 

effects.”  A further policy directly relates to reverse sensitivity where it is draf ted “To avoid reverse 

sensitivity effects by avoiding the establishment of new residential activities unless…”.   

176. The MRZ, GRZ, MUZ, and LRZ do not contain policies or objectives in regard to reverse sensitivity.  

However the MCP provision does include an objective which is to “Manage reverse sensitivity effects 

between zones and incompatible land use activities”; and a policy stating “Manage the adverse reverse 

sensitivity effects of sensitive activities in close proximity to State Highway 15, the designated rail 

corridor and surrounding industrial land use”. 

177. The District Growth and Development Chapter also contains objectives and policies relating to reverse 

sensitive at a district wide level to “Avoid conflict between incompatible land use activities from new 

subdivision, use and development.” and “To manage the establishment and location of new activities 

and expansion of existing activities to avoid conflicts between incompatible land uses .” 

178. In my opinion the above objectives and policies provide a strong directive regarding managing, and in 

some instances avoiding the issue of reverse sensitivity f rom proximity to the rail designation and the 

state highway. 

Residential uses: 

179. The relief  sought by the submitter is that the residentially zoned land within vicinity of SH15 and the rail 

corridor are removed.  The PPC has been amended to include a strip of COMZ land adjoining the rail 

corridor f rom the MUZ boundary in an easterly direction until it meets the boundary of  the LRZ.  

Approximately 60% of the PPC area boundary that adjoins SH15 is COMZ, with the remaining portion 

being LRZ. 

180. It is my opinion that the Zones proposed, and the increased setbacks plus noise mitigation measures 

(including consequential amendments to the NAV Chapter) will ensure any future residential properties 

will have suf ficient amenity while also avoiding adverse effects on key infrastructure. This is discussed 

further in section J below. 

181. In my opinion there is currently insuf ficient information provided in regard to what Information 

Requirement would be required to address the relevant aspects which are not currently within the District 

Wide Transport Chapter.  

Recommendation 

182. I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Delete MCP-R4. 

b. Rely on LRZ height provision as it is currently drafted. 

c. Amend the wording of LRZ-R4, to then be included within the relevant precinct, to include a 
setback provision from the road boundary of 4.5m for the proposed bund. 
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F. Three Waters  

Submission Information 

183. Submissions raised concern in regard to the below key aspects as a general summary: 

• That a comprehensive plan is required to maintain the stormwater attenuation ponds;  

• Concern regarding wastewater capacity, and additional rules were sought to be included; and  

• Upgrades to the existing wastewater treatment systems are considered to be required.  

Response 

184. At time of  drafting this report the applicant’s agent had informally pre-circulated a report by Maven 

Associates, authored by Ken Ha and dated 30/06/2021 to address the concerns raised in submissions 

in relation to three waters. The initial intent of this pre-circulation was to allow a meeting to take place 

with representatives for WDC’s Infrastructure and Services team (scheduled for 9th July 2021). 

185. I have read this report in my capacity as a planner, and in the absence of any further qualified opinion 

at this stage of the process have no reason not to accept the comments, summaries and conclusions 

stated.  This is with the exception of questioning the dif ferent conclusions reached in the Maven 

Associates report comparative to the Harrison Grierson report lodged with the application, titled 

“Technical Memo – Marsden Primary Centre Master Plan Concepts, Three Wates Capacity Investigation 

Rev 5, dated 27 February 2020”. 

Wastewater: 

186. One key concern I held during the consideration of this Plan Change has been in regard to what level 

of  anticipated development existed previously, i.e. at current operative zoning; and/or is there sufficient 

capacity for that which is now proposed. 

187. The other consideration has been in regard to the application of the AV:DP District Wide Three Waters 

Chapter and the suitability, or otherwise, of that for the site. 

188. Each of these two are addressed below. 

189. In regard to wastewater the Maven report states the existing wastewater network has adequate capacity 

to service the rezoning proposal, and that the net wastewater generated from the proposed rezoning is 

less than the previous consented subdivision. 

190. The Three Waters Management (TWM) Chapter of  the AV:DP implements provisions to manage the 

impact of land use and subdivision on water resources and services, namely stormwater, wastewater 

and water supply.  This Chapter is currently treated as operative with no active appeals. 

191. In a high level summary of  the TWM Chapter any subdivision will require a Restricted Discretionary 

application in regard to all of stormwater, wastewater, and water supply.  If  a subdivision results in 8 or 

more additional allotments then the application shall comply with an information requirement for 
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Integrated Three Water Assessments.  There are also information requirements for connections to public 

reticulated three waters networks and for on-site three waters management. 

192. I anticipate that the WDC Infrastructure submitter (submission #23) will provide further comment in 

regard to the f indings of the reports.  This submitter raised concern in regard to wastewater capacity, 

and also requested the insertion of rules. 

Stormwater: 

193. The Maven report states that “stormwater run-off generated from the site will be captured by the existing 

stormwater networks and discharged to two wetlands located outside of the plan change area.  These 

wetlands will provide a f inal treatment prior to discharge to a drain network (drain K) before ultimate 

discharge to the Ruakaka River” (pps. 1-2).  The report goes on to state that existing stormwater 

drainage networks have adequate capacity to service the proposal. 

194. The existing Operative Chapter at number 11(i) and (ii), within the Marsden Primary Centre states: 

11. The adverse effects arising from stormwater generation by the development, construction 

or use of buildings on sites shall be avoided by stormwater attenuation being augmented by 

either: 

(i) Raising the spillway and outlet structure by 300mm on the stormwater pond on Lot 2 DP 

386730: or 

(ii) Piping the surplus stormwater volumes from the stormwater pond on Lot 2 DP 386730 to 

the stormwater pond on Lot 2 DP 406479 

195. I have not found within the engineering reports supplied whether this has been made redundant by way 

of  current proposed mitigation for ef fects relating to stormwater generation.  Or conversely whether a 

similar consideration is justified as being added to the proposed provisions.  

196. A submission raised concern regarding the need for a comprehensive plan being required to maintain 

the stormwater attenuation ponds.  The two ponds are shown below in red dots, the most northern 

allotment is owned by Marsden City Limited Partnership, and the southernmost allotment is owned by 

an owner’s association incorporated.  
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Figure 8: Excerpt of WDC GIS Aerial Map 

197. I have undertaken a review of various current instruments on the titles shown above, but also of several 

allotments within the subject site area adjoining Port Marsden Highway.  I was unable to f ind any 

requirement for ongoing maintenance of the ponds. 

198. It would be helpful if the applicant could advise how, or if , the attenuation ponds are currently maintained 

and what the intent is for the future. 

Potable Water: 

199. In regard to potable water the Maven report states that existing water reticulation has been provided 

onsite and has adequate capacity to service the rezoning proposal.  It further states that the current 

water supply networks will comply with the f irefighting requirement for residential development, with 

commercial sites being subject to specific design. 

Summary: 

200. In contradiction to the above the Harrison Grierson report (at page 6) states there to be a significant 

increase in both the wastewater and water demand for the proposed plan change than prior to.  

Specifically, in relation to water the report states the area is served by a trunk 500mm nominal diameter 

water main, which should have reasonable capacity.  In regard to wastewater it is stated that the 

proposed plan change development cannot be catered for with the current wastewater infrastructure as 

the pipeline does not have sufficient capacity for the calculated peak flow and the pump stations would 

also need to be upgraded to cope with the calculated peak f low.  On-site attenuation is said to potentially 

be required to deal with peak flows to enable the existing stormwater infrastructure to cope.  

201. Despite the conflicting views outlined above, in my opinion the TWM Chapter provisions are suf ficient 

to manage issues relating to three waters inf rastructure.  It is my opinion that where a District Wide 

Chapter has been developed for a topic then it should be relied on if possible.  In this regard the Three 

Waters Chapter seems to be suitable to be utilised.  However I also am of the opinion that due to the 

area in which the site sits and capacity issues for wastewater it would be beneficial to include specific 

provisions within the precinct.    
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Recommendation 

202. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

• Seek clarity and certainty that the attenuation ponds are not wetlands as shown to be so on the 

Maven Associates Plan on page 436, reference title ‘Existing Stormwater Plan, C400, Rev A’ . 

• Consider whether the requisite policy in the existing Operative Chapter, Marsden Primary Centre, 

at number 11(i) and (ii) has been sufficiently addressed, or is not required to be. 

• Gain advice as to how the attenuation pond maintenance is to occur. 

• Decline the submissions request to add additional rules and an information requirement.  It is my 

consideration that similar rules already exist within the TWM Chapter at TWM-R3 and TWM-

REQ1. 

• Include specific provisions relating to wastewater within the precinct. 

 

G. Roading/Traffic  

Submission Information 

203. Submissions raised concern in regard to the below key aspects as a general summary: 

• The ef ficiency and effectiveness of infrastructure upgrade triggers and requirements as per MCP-

REQ1 and MCP-R4 (particularly at the SH15/One Tree Point/McCathie Rd junction).  

• Allowance should be made for future 4-laning to the port (e.g. building setbacks). 

• Further traf fic assessment is needed to adequately address potential traffic effects outside of the 

plan change boundary.  

Response 

204. I rely on advice received from Stantec New Zealand regarding the traffic and roading based concerns – 

see Attachment 2. 

MCP-R4 

205. WDC Planning and Development seek more clarity with regard to the Table in MCP-R4, and to amend 

the rule wording to require the transport upgrades where a combination of residential, retail and 

commercial activities is proposed rather than having isolated thresholds for each separate type of 

activity. 

206. With regard to MCP-R4, Waka Kotahi seek: 

•  A more detailed traffic assessment that includes an analysis of trip generation of development of 

the entire Plan Change; and,  

• Within the Plan Change itself, identification of the possible mitigation measures for the One Tree 

Point Road/State Highway 15 intersection that are necessary to enable the full development.  
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207. Ultimately Waka Kotahi seeks to decline the plan change as no assessment of traffic effects beyond the 

plan change boundary has been provided. There is no information in Stantec’s review that recommends 

declining the plan change, with regard to traffic/roading issues. The existing zoning of the Marsden 

Primary Centre provides for a level of development already. The changes recommended below seek to 

manage traffic effects on an ongoing basis and at the time of development. 

208. Bream Bay Village Ltd and GNLC Ltd seek to delete or amend MCP-R4 and MCP-REQ1, to remove the 

prescribed residential, retail and commercial thresholds, and (if necessary) introduce rules to better 

guide integrated transport assessments for the traf fic ef fects of  large scale developments and 

subdivisions at the time they are proposed. 

209. Northport seek to delete MCP-R4 and retain the integrated transport requirements under the TRA.  

210. Ref ining NZ seeks to amend provisions to adequately address potential traf fic effects, concerning 

adverse ef fects on access to the ref inery f rom SH15. There is no information in Stantec’s review that 

discusses issues regarding access to the refinery, caused by increased traffic along SH15.  

211. The submission points above link to concerns raised by Stantec regarding the transport infrastructure 

upgrade thresholds. Stantec has agreed with the Applicant that where the thresholds within MCP-R4 is 

inf ringed, a Restricted Discretionary activity status would be acceptable provided that the matters for 

discretion are suitably defined (or broad enough to capture all possible effect matters)3.  

212. Stantec generally supports the modelling techniques used by Flow (on behalf of the Applicant), however 

has concerns with the information gap of “500 residential units/19,500sqm GFA of retail/2,100sqm GFA 

of  commercial” and “5% development” stating: 

“…the anticipated ultimate mix of activities within the Plan Change area gives rise to a certain 

level of cross-visitation between activities within the Plan Change area (e.g. residence to 

employment travel by a resident of the Plan Change area) that would otherwise not occur if 

the scale and mix of activities was different.”4 

213. Stantec has also advised that there is no other obvious provision that requires or controls the effect of 

mixed activities and more detail is required. Stantec suggests that further consideration should be given 

by the Applicant, through evidence, to determine how the Restricted Discretionary Activity thresholds 

are consistent with the Threshold 1 (“5% of  completed development”) assessment level used in the 

Applicant’s ITA. This recommendation from Stantec aligns with the relief sought by WDC Planning and 

Development, Waka Kotahi, Bream Bay Village Ltd, and GNLC Ltd.  

214. From a planning perspective, the application of this rule is quite difficult to interpret and analyse. Upon 

discussion with policy planners from WDC, it was agreed that a more robust explanation of the rule is 

required in order to make an informed decision about the submission points that have been raised with 

regard to MCP-R4. 

 
 
3 Page 1 of Stantec’s Transportation Review Inputs (Attachment 2)  
4 Page 2 of Stantec’s Transportation Review Inputs (Attachment 2)  
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215. Key issues that were identified with MCP-R4 are: 

• It is unclear how the proposed thresholds in “Table MCP-R4” relate to one another (e.g., is the 

Restricted Discretionary activity triggered when one of those thresholds is exceeded or only when 

all three thresholds are exceeded?). 

• There may be cumulative effects that could result from a combination of any activity that occurs 

up until the thresholds are exceeded (e.g. if  there are 499 residential units, 19,499m2 retail and 

2,099m2 commercial then the Restricted Discretionary activity would not be triggered).  

• There could be onerous and disproportionate costs on the person who  develops the 500th 

“residential unit” (for example) to provide for the Integrated Transport Assessment/necessary 

upgrades that are triggered. 

• The fourth column titled “Transport Upgrades Required to Exceed the Residential Unit or 

Retail/Commercial GFA Thresholds” contains permitted activity standards that are not black and 

white enough to be clearly interpreted and assessed as a permitted rule.  

216. In my opinion, in my planning area of  expertise, it would make sense to replicate TRA-14 and TRA-

REQ1 to address the clarity issues. However, there are specific roads and intersections where concerns 

have been raised. I recommend that a modified version of TRA-R14 be inserted into thew MCP Chapter 

as set out below which includes these specific references in the matters of discretion and information 

requirements.  

217. The TRA-R14 thresholds may enable a certain level of development to occur without requiring an ITA. 

However, due to the nature of the existing site layout within the MCP (i.e. relatively large, unsubdivided 

greenf ield sites) it is unlikely that a significant amount of development will occur before exceeding the 

TRA-R14 thresholds. In terms of residential development, there are several large GRZ, MRZ and LRZ 

sies that would exceed the TRA-R14 thresholds when subdivided. This approach will likely result in there 

being more consent applications and ITAs prepared than the proposed rules and gives more certainty 

that traf fic issues will be addressed on an ongoing basis. 

Infrastructure and 4-lane roading upgrades: 

218. Ruakaka Economic Development Group and Ruakaka Residents and Ratepayers Association have 

raised concerns with the pressure that the increased traf f ic will have on the intersection at 

SH15/McCathie Road/One Tree Point Road. Both submitters have requested upgrades to the 

intersection before the plan change is approved. 

219. Given the immediate nature of  this submission request, it cannot be resolved through planning 

mechanisms. I consider that the amendments recommended above regarding the ITA rules will ensure 

that ef fects on the intersection at SH15/McCathie Road/One Tree Point Road will be assessed at the 

time of  development. 

220. Ruakaka Economic Development Group and Northport Ltd have concerns regarding setback rules from 

SH15, in anticipation of the 4-lane highway or the future rail link to the port.  
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221. On 4 June 2021, Waka Kotahi released an announcement5 on the SH1 Whangārei to Port Marsden 

Highway (four-lane) project, advising that the proposed upgrades will not continue. In my opinion further 

information is needed to justify an additional setback with regard to the likelihood/timing of 4 lane 

upgrades to SH15 and how wide the road needs to be for 4 lanes. 

222. Additionally, I am of  the opinion that matters arising from transport upgrades f rom SH1 to North Port, 

can be managed through Designations NZTA-5 or KRH-2. Further justification is needed as to why these 

alternative mechanisms are less effective than a setback.  

Information Requirements and Policies: 

223. Waka Kotahi initially seeks to decline the plan change. Should the plan change proceed, Waka Kotahi 

seeks to retain MCP-REQ1 as notif ied, to ensure that development is coordinated with necessary 

intersection upgrades. 

224. Stantec has not recommended declining the plan change based on the issues raised by submitters with 

regard to traffic or roading matters. Stantec advised that sufficient mechanisms in REQ1 are required to 

assess the risks of uncertain funding commitments by transport agencies, and that caution should be 

given to this situation. 

225. Waka Kotahi also seek to amend MCP-P8 as follows: 

Ensure that the timing of residential and commercial development in Marsden City is coordinated 

with intersection upgrades necessary to manage the adverse effects of development on the wider 

transport network, in particular at: 

a. SH15A/One Tree Point Road/McCathie Road intersection. 

226. From a planning perspective, this request is reasonable. I have suggested replacing “residential and 

commercial” with “all”, to also provide for the Ministry of Education’s request to update MCP -P8. 

227. Ruakaka Residents and Ratepayers Association requests a traffic assessment to be done to reflect the 

size of  development at One Tree Point and the Port. The submitter also requests to reduce the number 

of  exit points f rom Marsden Village onto One Tree Point Road.  I consider that the amendments 

recommended above regarding the ITA rules will ensure that traffic effects will be assessed at the time 

of  development, including appropriate locations and access of exit points onto One Tree Point Road.  

Recommendation 

228. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

a. Amend MCP-P8, MCP-R4 and MCP-REQ1 as set out below.  

 

 

 

 
 
5 https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/sh1-whangarei-to-port-marsden-highway/   

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/projects/sh1-whangarei-to-port-marsden-highway/
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Policies 

MCP-P8 – Transport 
and Access 

Ensure that the timing of all residential and commercial development in 

Marsden City is coordinated with intersection upgrades necessary to 

manage the adverse effects of development on the wider transport 

network, in particular at: 

a. SH15A/One Tree Point Road/McCathie Road intersection 

b. One Tree Point Road/Pokapu Road 

c. One Tree Point Road/Casey Road. 

 

MCP-

R4 

Staging of Development with Transport Upgrades 

 
Activity Status: Permitted 

Where:  

1. Development within the Marsden City Precinct does not 

exceed the thresholds in Table MCP-R4 until such time 

that the identif ied inf rastructure upgrades are constructed 

and operational.  

 

Note: in order to determine compliance with MCP-R4.1 
conf irmation shall be provided with any application for building 
consent or land use consent, that the total amount of  residential 
units, retail gross floor area and commercial gross floor area within 
the Marsden City Precinct does not exceed the identified 
thresholds in Table MCP-R4.  

 

Note: For the purpose of  this rule ‘residential unit’ and 
‘retail/commercial f loorspace’ means buildings for those activities 
that have a valid land use consent or a subdivision that has a 224C 
certif icate. 

 

Table: MCP-R4 

Residential 

Unit 

Threshold 

Retail 

GFA 

Threshold 

Commercial 

GFA 

Threshold 

Transport 

Upgrades 

Required to 

Exceed the 

Residential Unit or 

Retail/Commercial 

GFA Thresholds 

500 

residential 

units 

19,500m2 2,100m2 Safety and capacity 

improvements to 

SH15A/One Tree 

Point 

Road/McCathie 

Activity Status when 
compliance not 
achieved with MCP-R4: 
Restricted Discretionary  
Matters of discretion: 

1. Ef fects on the safe 

and ef ficient 

operation of the 

transport network, 

specifically the 

SH15A/One Tree 

Point Road/Mcathie 

Road and One Tree 

Point Road 

intersections with 

Pokapu Road, 

Roosevelt Road 

and Casey Road;; 

2. The rate of  public 

and active transport 

uptake and travel 

management 

measures; and  

3. The rate of  

coordination of 

retail, commercial 

and residential 

development in the 

Marsden City 

Precinct. 

4. Connectivity within 

the wider transport 

network.  

 
Note: Any application 
shall comply with 
information requirement 
MCP – REQ1. 
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Road intersection 

which include: 

• Two-lane 

roundabout with 

two lanes on 

each approach 

and two 

circulating 

lanes  

1900 

residential 

units 

53,000m2 8,000m2 Safety and capacity 

improvements to 

One Tree Point 

Road/Pokapu Road 

intersection. 

Safety and capacity 

improvements to 

One Tree Point 

Road/Roosevelt 

Road intersection. 

Safety and capacity 

improvements to 

One Tree Point 

Road/Casey Road 

intersection. 

2,100 121,500m2 24,000m2 Safety and capacity 

improvements to:  

• SH15A/One 

Tree Point 

Road/McCathie 

Road  

• One Tree Point 

Road/Pokapu 

Road 

intersection. 

• One Tree Point 

Road/Roosevelt 

Road 

intersection. 

• One Tree Point 

Road/Casey 

Road 

intersection. 
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MCP-R4 Any Activity 

All Zones 

within the 

Marsden City 

Precinct 

Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary  
Where, with respect to Table MCP-R4: 
1. A new activity specified in Column A exceeds the Threshold Limit in Column B; or 
2. A change to an existing activity specified in Column A exceeds the Threshold 

Limit in Column C; or 
3. Any subdivision proposes more than 25 vacant allotments; or 
4. Subdivision is proposed of an allotment that existed at [Operative Date] and the 

area of  the parent allotment is equal to or larger than: 

a. 7,500m2 within the Medium Density Residential Zone. 

b. 1ha within the General Residential Zone.  
c. 4ha within the Low Density Residential Zone. 
d. 6ha within the Large Lot Residential Zone.  

 
Matters of discretion: 

1. Ef fects on the sustainability, safety, efficiency, effectiveness and accessibility of 
the af fected transport network, including cumulative effects from incremental 
changes to the activity on the site or sites, including: 
a. The SH15/One Tree Point Road/Mccathie Road intersection. 
b. The intersections connecting Pokapu Road, Roosevelt Road and Casey Road 

to One Tree Point Road. 
2. The rate of  public and active transport uptake and travel management measures. 
3. Connectivity within the wider transport network.  
4. Required improvements, alterations or extensions to the affected transport 

network to mitigate adverse effects (including at level crossings). 
5. The need for pedestrian and cyclist connections to nearby destinations.  
6. Adverse effects on streetscape and amenity. 
7. The location, design, scale and intensity of the proposed activity in relation to its 

ef fects on the affected transport network.  
8. Demonstrated characteristics of the activity or proposal which result in low traffic 

generation relative to size or scale of the activity. 
9. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated Transport 

Assessment and any further information provided through the consent process.  
 
Compliance Standard:  
1. MCP.R4.1 does not apply for any activity where consent has previously been 

granted for the activity under MCP-R4.1.  
2. In MCP-R4.2 “change” means a change of activity or a change in intensity, or 

scale of the activity. 
3. The thresholds for a change under MCP.R4.2 shall be measured based on:  

a. The size or scale of the activity as constructed or consented at [Operative 
Date] where the activity does not have consent under MCP-R4; or 

b. The resource consent where one has previously been granted under MCP-R4.  
 
Notes:  
1. Applications shall comply with information requirement MCP-REQ1. 
2. Table MCP-R4 sits under Appendix X. 

 

MCP – REQ1 
Staging of Development with Transport Upgrades Information Requirement – 
Transport Assessment 

Transport 
Assessment 

1. Any application pursuant to Rule MCP-R4 shall include a Transport 

Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced 

professional detailing and/or assessing the following: 

a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, existing 

traf f ic conditions and trip generation, proposed activity and its 

intensity. 
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b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network, 

including the following where relevant to the proposal: 

i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and 

crossing locations. 

ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation. 

iii. Existing walking and cycling networks. 

iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies 

including bus stops and lanes. 

c. An assessment of the traffic generation of the proposal including all 

modes of transport that would support the development or subdivision 

proposed. 

d. An assessment of the extent to which increased use of public 

transport or other shared mode provides additional capacity within the 

transport network including by implementing travel demand 

management measures.  

e. The accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of 

the development will encourage walking and cycling to nearby 

destinations such as reserves, other public spaces and commercial or 

community facilities. 

f. An assessment of the effects on the safety and efficiency of the 

adjacent road network. 

g. An assessment of the extent to which residential development is 

coordinated with retail and commercial development within Marsden 

City to minimise trips outside of the precinct providing additional 

capacity within the transport network. 

h. Timing and development of any transport upgrades, including an 

updated and current cumulative total of total residential units, total 

retail GFA, and Commercial GFA in the precinct to enable 

assessment of the thresholds in Table MCP-R4. 

i. Evidence of any consultation undertaken with NZ Transport Agency. 

j. An assessment of intersection operational criteria, including: 

i. State Highway 15/One Tree Point Road/McCathie Road 

intersection operational criteria: 

a) all-day: 95th percentile queues (not average queues) for 

each movement at intersections and whether: 

• they come within any location on SH15 where sight 

distance cannot be achieved 

• queues extend beyond dedicated storage lanes  

b) no individual traf fic movement should have a level of  

service (LOS) worse than LOS E, or have a degree of  

saturation higher than 95%.  If  the baseline scenario 

already operates at LOS F, then: 

• degrees of  saturation should be no more than the 

baseline scenario; or 

• delay should not increase beyond the baseline scenario 

by more than 5%. 

Note: Degree(s) of  saturation is def ined to be the 

proportion of  actual traf f ic movements using the 

intersection to the theoretical maximum capacity of the 

intersection. 

c) The overall intersection LOS should be no worse than LOS 

D. 
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ii. One Tree Point Road intersections with Marsden City (Pokapu 

Road, Roosevelt Road and Casey Road) operational criteria: 

a) All-day: 95th percentile queues (not average queues) for 

each movement at intersections should not result in: 

• queues extending through upstream intersections; or 

• queues extending beyond dedicated storage lanes. 

b) All day: No individual traffic movement should have a level 

of  service (LOS) worse than LOS E, or have a degree of  

saturation higher than 95%. If  the baseline scenario 

already operates at LOS F, then: 

• degrees of  saturation should be no more than the 

baseline scenario; or 

• delay should not increase beyond the baseline scenario 

by more than 5%. 

Note: Degree(s) of  saturation is def ined to be the 

proportion of  actual traf f ic movements using the 

intersection to the theoretical maximum capacity of the 

intersection. 

c) The overall intersection LOS should be no worse than 

LOS D. 

 

MCP-REQ1 Information Requirement – Restricted Discretionary Integrated Transport Assessments 

 1. Any application pursuant to MCP-R4 shall include an Integrated Transport 
Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified and experienced professional which 
shall include: 

a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, existing traffic 
conditions and trip generation, immediately adjacent land uses, proposed activity 
and its intensity.  

b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network, including the 
following (where relevant to the proposal): 

i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and crossing locations. 
ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation. 
iii. Existing walking and cycling networks. 
iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies including bus stops 

and lanes. 
v. Hours of operation for non-residential activities.  
vi. The adjacent transport network road hierarchy and the safety of the 

transport network in the immediate vicinity including crash history if relevant. 
vii. The location and type of any existing level crossings in the locality.  

c. A description of the estimated number of trips which will be generated by each 
transport mode (public transport, walking, cycling and private vehicles, including 
heavy vehicles).  

d. An evaluation of the effects of the development on the immediately adjacent 
transport network, including: 

i. The impacts that any additional vehicle movements are likely to have on 
the capacity and operation of adjacent road and rail networks, including any 
intersections and level crossings. 

ii. For heavy vehicle trips per day, whether there are any effects from these 
trips on roading infrastructure. 

iii. Where the development will directly impact the railway corridor, a summary 
of  consultation with the railway operator. 

e. Identif ication of any necessary mitigation measures that will be required to 
address any impacts on the transport network, including: 
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i. Potential mitigation measures needed both within the proposed 
development and on the immediately adjacent transport network including 
any improvements, upgrades, alterations or extensions to the transport 
network (including at level crossings). 

ii. Any mitigation required to achieve convenient and safe operation of access 
points and loading areas for all users. 

iii. A summary of the Integrated Transport Assessment including key findings 
and implications that the development will have for transport including any 
proposed mitigation measures.  

f. Evidence of any consultation undertaken with NZ Transport Agency. 
g. An assessment of intersection operational criteria, including: 

i. State Highway 15/One Tree Point Road/McCathie Road intersection 
operational criteria: 

a) all-day: 95th percentile queues (not average queues) for each movement 
at intersections and whether: 
• they come within any location on SH15 where sight distance cannot be 

achieved 
• queues extend beyond dedicated storage lanes  

b) no individual traffic movement should have a level of service (LOS) worse 
than LOS E, or have a degree of  saturation higher than 95%.  If  the 
baseline scenario already operates at LOS F, then: 
• degrees of saturation should be no more than the baseline scenario; or 
• delay should not increase beyond the baseline scenario by more than 

5%. 
Note: Degree(s) of saturation is defined to be the proportion of actual 
traffic movements using the intersection to the theoretical maximum 
capacity of the intersection. 

c) The overall intersection LOS should be no worse than LOS D.  
ii. One Tree Point Road intersections with Marsden City (Pokapu Road, 

Roosevelt Road and Casey Road) operational criteria: 
a) All-day: 95th percentile queues (not average queues) for each movement 

at intersections should not result in: 
• queues extending through upstream intersections; or 
• queues extending beyond dedicated storage lanes. 

b) All day: No individual traffic movement should have a level of  service 
(LOS) worse than LOS E, or have a degree of saturation higher than 95%. 
If  the baseline scenario already operates at LOS F, then: 
• degrees of saturation should be no more than the baseline scenario; or 
• delay should not increase beyond the baseline scenario by more than 

5%. 
Note: Degree(s) of saturation is defined to be the proportion of actual 
traffic movements using the intersection to the theoretical maximum 
capacity of the intersection. 

c) The overall intersection LOS should be no worse than LOS D. 

Note:  
1. For further guidance on Integrated Transport Assessments refer to Appendix A of 

New Zealand Transport Agency Research Report No.422, “Integrated Transport 
Assessment Guidelines”, Abley et al, November 2010. 

 

Appendix MCP XX. Integrated Transport Assessment Thresholds 
Table MCP-R4 – MCP-R4 Thresholds 

(A) (B) (C) 

Activity Type Threshold Limits  

New Activity  Change to an Existing Activity 

(1) Residential Units 25 residential units Every additional 25 residential 

units 

(2) Supported Residential Care 20 beds  Every additional 20 beds  

(3) Visitor Accommodation 25 bedrooms  Every additional 25 bedrooms 

(4) Drive Through Facilities 300m2 Every additional 300m2 GFA 

(5) General Retail 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA  
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(6) Grocery Stores 750m2 GFA Every additional 750m2 GFA  

(7) Trade Retail 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA  

(8) Commercial Services 1,250m2 GFA  Every additional 1,250m2 GFA  

(9) Food and Beverage Activity 500m2 GFA  Every additional 500m2 GFA  

(10) Entertainment Facilities 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA  

(11) Other Commercial Activities 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA 

(12) Place of Assembly 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA 

(13) Recreational Facilities 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA  

(14) Other Community Activities 2,500m2 GFA  Every additional 2,500m2 GFA 

(15) Storage 5,000m2 GFA  Every additional 5,000m2 GFA 

(16) Other Industrial Activities 2,500m2 GFA  Every additional 2,500m2 GFA  

(17) Rural Centre Service Activities 1,000m2 GFA  Every additional 1,000m2 GFA  

(18) Retirement Village 20 individual retirement village 

units or beds 

Every additional 20 individual 

retirement village units or beds 

(19) Care Centre Facilities which accommodate at 

least 25 persons receiving care 

Every additional 25 persons 

receiving care that are 

accommodated in the facility 

(20) 
Service Station 

4 refuelling spaces per site Every additional 4 refuelling 

spaces per site 

(21) Educational Facilities – Primary 

Schools, Pre-school and 
Childcare Facilities 

Schools which accommodate at 

least 40 pupils 

Every additional 40 pupils 

accommodated at the school 

(22) Educational Facilities – Secondary 

and Tertiary Schools 

Schools which accommodate at 

least 180 pupils 

Every additional 180 pupils 

accommodated at the school 

Compliance Standards:  
1. The threshold limits for rows (1) – (19) within Table MCP-R4 apply per site as at [Operative Date] or building, 

whichever is the more restrictive.  

2. Temporary activities, rural production activities, general public amenities, network utilities and public playground 

are exempt from MCP-R4. 

 
 

H. Zoning/Surrounding Environment  

Submission Information 

229. The submissions received were either neutral, sought amendments or supported in part.  The key 

aspects raised were: 

• Requesting that the northern precincts of the operative MPC area remain in place; 

• Requesting that any land zoning outside the Plan Change Precinct is not impacted by this 

development; 

• Seeking amendments, as necessary, to PPC150 when and where the provisions are affected by 

f inal decisions on the Councils U&S Plan Changes in a manner that retains the intent and 

application of the proposed provisions at the time the PPC was notified; and 

• That communication is undertaken with the Ministry of Education to allow their future planning for 

the surrounding environments demand for education facilities.   

Response 

230. In regard to the discussion of the northern precincts, the area is shown in the image below: 
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Figure 9: Excerpt of Operative MCP Precinct maps 

231. While the area of  land in which the submission relates to is very clearly identified in the above maps, it 

is not so clear as to any zone rules that provide legal effect to a precinct plan insofar as it relates to 

precincts 3, 4 and 5.  Areas 1 and 2 have Zones rules included within the Chapter. 

232. It is my understanding that the Operative provisions of MCP would require a Plan Change application 

to create relevant zone rules which would give effect to the precinct, where a precinct is a defined part 

of  the site.  Therefore by default because there is an absence of any Zone rules I do not consider the 

precincts 3-5 to have legal effect in terms of land development consideration at a resource consent or 

building consent level. 

233. Due to the absence of any legal effect of the precincts the underlying Zone would need to be applied, 

and then the activity status effectively increased.  Therefore if any of the f ive parcels of land related to 

the submitter were requested to be developed by way of  a resource consent application then as a 

restricted discretionary consent this would become a discretionary application, further if it was assessed 

as a Non-Complying activity it would become prohibitive. 

234. As such in the absence of any Zone rules for the relevant precincts the Marsden Primary Centres 

Chapter is actually considered to make a consent pathway more difficult, rather than more permissive. 

235. That said I do consider that the current operative provisions do provide consideration of future direction 

for the sites to the north of  the PPC site, and that there is not suf ficient justification or reasoning to 

remove those f rom the submitters sites or for that matter the other sites.  The submission seeks the 

current Operative provisions to remain, or alternate relief  to provide the same outcome.  To allow the 

provisions to remain would mean that the operative MPC provisions are  not deleted in their entirety but 

rather than pages 1-8, and 53-55 remain with pages 9-52 and 56 being deleted. 
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236. No other land outside the subject site and those sites shown as precincts are to be directly affected by 

PPC. 

237. In regard to communication with the Ministry of Education it is my expectation that this should occur 

similar to any other area, and that there is not anything to set the PPC site aside.  While I appreciate the 

importance of future planning for educational facilities I do not envisage that this can be drafted into the 

planning provisions of the relevant chapters. 

238. The underlying aim of  the proposed plan change is to rely on the Urban and Services provisions 

wherever possible.  It is my understanding that the applicant is likely to provide an amended set of 

precinct provisions as and when Chapters within the Urban and Services package become treated as 

operative or Operative.  I also understand that there is a possibility further consent orders could be made 

available prior to the scheduled hearing and as such can be commented on further then. 

Recommendation 

239. I recommend that the Commissioners accept and/or reject the submission points as detailed below and: 

a. Accept any provisions from the Urban and Services Plan Changes that become treated as 
operative or Operative. 

b. Delete pages 9-52 and 56 of MPC, and make any changes to the remaining pages as 
necessary. 

 

I. Land Development  

Submission Information 

240. Heritage New Zealand/Pouhere Taonga made a submission which outlines the importance of heritage 

and how that sits within the legislative framework.  The submission also explains that The Heritage New 

Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 provides protection for all archaeological sites, whether recorded or 

not.  Further that it is unlawful to modify or destroy an archaeological site without prior authority.  If  

avoidance of a site is not possible then an Authority is required.  Heritage New Zealand request that any 

land development within the PPC area that is near a recorded archaeological site or has the potential 

to unearth unrecorded archaeology be subject to an archaeological site assessment before earthworks 

commence. 

Response 

241. The site area has been heavily modified in the past, with vast volumes of earthworks undertaken.  The 

largest majority of services, roadways, and earthworks have already been undertaken. 

242. That said any resource application required to be submitted to the local authority, for such as earthworks 

or subdivision will be reviewed by the relevant staff.  This will include consideration of any known 

archaeological sites and any indications that there may be unknown sites.  Furthermore the development 

that occurs will be bound by accidental discovery protocol as I understand it. 

Recommendation 

243. It is my position that no changes, amendments, or additions are required. 
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J. Noise 

Submission Information 

244. A key theme of submissions received related to concerns over noise and vibration arising from the use 

of  the rail line and SH15 on noise-sensitive activities locating within proximity to these major transport 

corridors. Concerns stemmed f rom amenity and health and safety perspectives, and f rom reverse 

sensitivity. For clarity, where a submission relates to amenity and health and safety, and reverse 

sensitivity, it will be addressed primarily within this section and only readdressed within the reverse 

sensitivity assessment in section K below if necessary.  

245. With regards to submissions received in support of the PPC, KiwiRail seeks the retention of MCP-R6 

and MCP-O6 as notified. Whilst MCP-O6 relates to reverse sensitivity, the submission supports the 

retention of  the objective as it also manages adverse ef fects on public health resulting f rom noise 

sensitive activities locating adjacent to transport infrastructure. 

246. A number of submissions seek amendments to the PPC, as follows: 

• WDC Planning and Development seeks further ref inement to rule MCP-R3 to provide greater 

clarity on any ability to stage the construction of the bund and acoustic barrier. WDC Planning 

and Development also sought clarification over the proposed changes to the Port Nikau noise 

limits in NAV 6.1. 

• Waka Kotahi seek amendments over the following matters: 

a. Amend Rule MCP‐R1(2) to refer to the provisions contained within Appendix B in a rule. 

b. Delete the LRZ f rom the PPC or amend the provisions to require the earth bund and 

acoustic fence to be constructed wholly outside of the State Highway corridor and to specify 

that maintenance of the bund and fence is the responsibility of land owner(s).  

c. Delete the LRZ, GRZ, COMZ (South) f rom the Precinct Plan and replace with industrial 

zoning or an alternative zone that is less susceptible to noise. Waka Kotahi also seek that 

all references to sub‐precincts D, E and F are deleted and that the industry precincts are 

retained. Reasons for the requested relief  stated that the proposed precincts are 

“considered inconsistent with the Marsden Primary Centre intent and reverse sensitivity 

effects”.  

d. Amend MCP-R6.1 to introduce a non-complying activity status for any noise-sensitive 

activity located within 100m of the SH15 designation. 

e. Amend all references of “residential activities” or “dwellings” to “noise sensitive activities” 

in MCP Appendix B. 

f. Delete reference to Figure MCP‐AppC‐2 (detailing the acoustic fence) and replace with 

NZTA’s P40 specifications.  
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g. Add a new rule to the MCP chapter to require buildings containing noise sensitive activities 

located within 40m of  the carriageway of SH15 to be designed to achieve road vibration 

levels not exceeding 0.3mm/s vw, 95. 

• KiwiRail seek the following amendments: 

a. Amend MCP-R3 and the precinct plan contained within MCP Appendix A to also require 

the noise bund to be constructed adjacent the rail corridor, along the northern boundary of 

sub-precinct E. 

b. Amend all references of “residential activities” or “dwellings” to “noise sensitive activities” 

in MCP Appendix B: Noise Area Plan. 

c. Add a new rule to the MCP chapter to require buildings containing activities sensitive to 

noise located within 60m of  the boundary of a railway corridor to be designed to achieve 

rail vibration levels not exceeding 0.3mm/s vw, 95. The requested rule also includes a 

requirement to provide a report to Council demonstrating compliance with the specified 

vibration levels prior to construction works commencing.  

• The following submissions opposed the PPC, citing noise and vibration concerns as reason for 

the requested relief: 

a. Waka Kotahi seeks the PPC be declined the proposed zoning locates activities sensitive 

to noise adjacent to existing and future transport inf rastructure, which Waka Kotahi 

consider will likely pose adverse effects on public health. Reasons for the requested relief 

also referenced traffic and reverse sensitivity concerns. 

b. KiwiRail seeks the PPC be declined unless amendments are made and/or further 

information is provided to ensure that regionally significant transport inf rastructure, 

including rail, is appropriately provided for and that any potential for public health impact / 

reverse sensitivity effects can be managed. 

Response 

247. Responses to noise and vibration matters have been grouped into the following topics: 

• Noise sensitive activities 

• Noise generated by activities within zones 

• Management of noise at the zone interface 

• Noise and vibration generated by transport corridors  

• Objectives and policies  

• Consequential amendments to NAV 

• Other matters. 

248. Each component is discussed separately below. 
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Noise Sensitive Activities 

249. Both KiwiRail and Waka Kotahi seek that all references to “residential activities” or “dwellings” within 

MCP Appendix B are amended to instead refer to “noise sensitive activities”, being a defined term of the 

WDP-AV. This change is further supported by Mr Styles. 

250. In the absence of any clear justification as to why the terms “residential activities” or “dwellings” have 

been utilised in place of “noise sensitive activities”, I consider it appropriate to accept the submissions, 

of  which are also supported by Mr Styles6.  There has been no evidence to suggest excluding other 

activities captured within the definition of noise sensitive activities (such as hospitals, and marae) is is 

required or appropriate in this context, and utilising a def ined term that is otherwise used elsewhere 

throughout the District Plan will improve clarity and consistency for plan users. 

Noise generated by activities within zones  

251. No submissions were received regarding noise and vibration that may generated by activities 

undertaken within the PPC area. Therefore, while there is no particular response to submissions 

required, I do have responses to add for the benefit of the Commissioners to gain an understanding and 

basis for the recommendations I make below. 

252. The PPC proposes to add a new zone to the WDP, being the MTCZ. The MTCZ seeks to establish a 

mixed use environment in which residential units are permitted where they are above ground floor and 

are acoustically insulated from noise generated by commercial activities, also permitted within the zone. 

A new noise zone is proposed (Noise Zone 3) as a consequential amendment to the NAV chapter, which 

will apply to the MTCZ. Noise Zone 3 proposes higher noise limits (5 dB) and also requires noise 

sensitive activities to be acoustically insulated to achieve compliance with the design noise levels in 

NAV 6.5.2.   

253. Mr Styles has assessed the proposed Noise Zone 3 and overall is satisfied that the proposed noise 

controls will ensure noise sensitive activities within the MTCZ are adequately insulated from the higher 

noise levels authorised in the zone. I also note that no concerns have been raised by submitters 

regarding the proposed mix of activities authorised to establish within the MTCZ and subsequent noise 

ef fects that may arise from said activities. 

254. Based on the comments received from Mr Styles, I accept the appropriateness of the noise limits and 

acoustic controls set out within Noise Zone 3 as notified. Further, I have no reason to question the 

appropriateness of the proposed activity mix of the MTCZ from a noise and vibration perspective.  

Noise at the zone interface 

255. The NAV Chapter of the District Plan manages noise generated within zones, as well as noise generated 

between zones. No submissions were received regarding the management of noise and vibration at the 

zone interface within the PPC area. This aside, noting the PPC seeks to introduce a new zone and 

 
 
6 Sections 2.2 and 4.1.1, 9.4, and 9.5 of the Styles Group Review dated 15 July 2021. 
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associated noise zone (MTCZ and Noise Zone 3) into the WDP-AV, the management of noise at the 

new zone interfaces requires consideration.  

256. The MTCZ is located adjacent to MUZ, MDRZ, and RPZ. 

257. With regards to the MCTZ and MUZ interface, Mr Styles is satisfied that the proposed acoustic controls 

of  the various noise zones will ensure noise sensitive activities undertaken within the MTCZ are 

adequately insulated from the higher noise levels authorised in the adjacent MUZ, and vice versa.  

258. With regard to the MDRZ – MTCZ and RPZ - MTCZ zone interfaces, Mr Styles raises no concerns as 

to potential noise that may be experienced within the MTCZ f rom activities undertaken within the 

adjacent zones, or vice versa. 

259. Noise at all other zone interfaces within the PPC area will be managed via the NAV chapter, as they are 

elsewhere in the district. Neither Mr Ibbotson or Mr Styles have raised concern regarding the zoning 

pattern of the wider PPC area and subsequent noise concerns that may arise at the zone interface. 

Noise and vibration generated by transport corridors 

260. A dominant theme throughout the application documents, technical reports, and submissions related to 

concerns of noise and vibration generated by the rail line and SH15 on noise-sensitive activities locating 

within proximity to these transport routes. The PPC proposes to establish a number of new noise zones 

to support the proposed zoning layout, of which each contain specific noise limits and in several 

instances, additional acoustic insulation requirements. For clarity, the proposed noise zones are 

summarised and shown in Figure 8 below: 

• Noise Zone 2 applies to the majority of the PPC site, including MUZ, COMZ, MDRZ, GRZ, and 

LRZ land. Noise Zone 2 adjoins One Tree Point Road, but no other major transport corridors. 

• Noise Zone 2A applies to all zones other than MTCZ that adjoin the rail corridor and SH15, 

including MUZ, COMZ, and LRZ. As notified, land zoned LRZ that directly adjoins SH15 is also 

subject to additional acoustic controls which require the construction and maintenance of the 

noise bund and acoustic fence. 

• Noise Zone 3 applies solely to the MTCZ and adjoins the rail line and One Tree Point Road.  
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Figure 10: Excerpt of Marshall Day Map 

261. Each is discussed separately below. 

Noise Zone 2 

262. No submissions were received that directly related to Noise Zone 2.  

263. Mr Styles has however raised concerns regarding the lack of controls on noise sensitive activities within 

Noise Zone 2. In particular, Mr Styles considers noise sensitive activities within the northern part of  

Noise Zone 2 (sub-precinct D) may experience sleep-disturbance as a result of  noise generated by 

trains utilising the rail line at night. See Figure 11 below. 

 
Figure 11: Excerpt showing sub-precinct map 

264. Mr Styles notes that the extent of any potential sleep-disturbance experienced within sub-precinct D will 

depend on the level of  acoustic screening provided by buildings constructed in sub -precinct G 

(immediately adjoining the rail line to the north). Specifically, if buildings are constructed are relatively 

close together with minimal gaps, Mr Styles considers the noise levels received within Noise Zone 2 
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may be acceptable for noise sensitive activities. However, if  there are areas of  open space between 

buildings constructed within sub-precinct G, noise experienced by noise sensitive activities within the 

northern part of Noise Zone 2 may be high enough to cause sleep disturbance. 

265. Accordingly, My Styles recommends that either noise sensitive activities located in sub-precinct D, 

immediately south of sub-precinct G, are either subject to acoustic insulation requirements or that the 

noise bund and acoustic fence is extended along the northern boundary to screen Noise Zone 2 from 

rail noise. 

266. Mr Styles considers that given the separation distances between Noise Zone 2 and SH15, road traffic 

noise will be reasonable on sensitive receivers. Accordingly, Mr Styles makes no further 

recommendations to address road traffic noise within Noise Zone 2 

267. While I acknowledge Mr Styles’ concerns I do question whether it is reasonable to require acoustic 

insulation on the basis that there may be gaps between buildings.  In this regard I question whether it 

would therefore be suitable to consider extending Noise Zone 2 further into Noise Zone 2A. It may be 

that the applicants noise expert has comment in this regard. 

Noise Zone 2A 

268. Noise Zone 2A applies to majority of the PPC site that directly adjoins the rail line and SH15. A large 

component of both Mr Ibbotson’s and Mr Styles’ assessments related to Noise Zone 2A, as did majority 

of  submissions received that raised concerns over noise and vibration – see Figure 11 above. 

269. KiwiRail seeks the retention of  MCP-R6 as notif ied, which applies a non-complying activity status to 

noise sensitive activities within 70m of the Oakleigh to Marsden Point Rail Link Designation boundary. 

Waka Kotahi seek an amendment to MCP-R6 to establish a 100m setback between noise sensitive 

activities and the SH15 designation. 

270. My Styles confirms in his review dated 15 July 2021 that he is generally satisfied that the 70m setback 

specified within MCP-R6, in conjunction with the acoustic insulation requirements of Noise Zone 2A, will 

ensure rail noise and vibration ef fects on noise sensitive activities within Noise Zone 2A will be 

adequately avoided.  

271. With regards to Waka Kotahi’s submission, neither Mr Ibbotson nor Mr Styles consider it necessary to 

recommend additional setback requirements between noise-sensitive activities and SH15. Mr Styles 

specifically notes that he would only support Waka Kotahi’s requested relief in the instance that noise 

levels were so great that they would be unreasonable at residential receivers, of which has not been 

demonstrated.7 Based on the above, and notwithstanding the fact that Waka Kotahi’s request to 

introduce an additional 100m setback from SH15 does not appear to be supported by any form of 

technical evidence, I do not consider the requested relief necessary or appropriately justified.  

272. KiwiRail although seeks to add a new rule to the MCP chapter to require buildings containing activities 

sensitive to noise to be designed to mitigate against rail vibration when located within 60m of  the 

 
 
7 Section 9.4 of the Styles Group Review dated 15 July 2021 (Attachment 3). 
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boundary of a railway corridor. Waka Kotahi seek similar requirements for buildings located within 40m 

of  the SH15 carriageway. 

273. In response to this requested relief , I acknowledge the currently unresolved appeal made by KiwiRail 

and Waka Kotahi on Council’s Urban and Services Plan Changes. The appeals ef fectively seek to 

incorporate their respective reverse sensitivity requirements, (including vibration controls), into the 

Transport Chapter of the WDP-AV. At the time this report was prepared, both appeals are unresolved 

and are currently undergoing mediation.  

274. In response to these submissions, Mr Styles considers that in his opinion, MCP-R6 (applying a non-

complying activity status to noise sensitive activities within 70m of  the rail link designation) provides 

suf ficient separation distances between sensitive receivers and the rail corridor. For this reason, he does 

not consider that any additional rail vibration controls are required. Similarly, whilst acknowledging that 

the PPC proposes no vibration controls, Mr Styles agrees with the f indings of  the Marshall Day 

Assessment in that there is no evidence to suggest that there are vibration issues associated with SH15 

that require mitigation.  

275. Overall, I do not consider that the requested relief has been supported by sufficient technical evidence 

or that there is any justified requirement to manage vibration within the PPC site any differently to how 

it is managed elsewhere within the district. In the instance the appeals are resolved and vibration 

controls are introduced to the TRA chapter, these District Wide provisions will likely apply to the PPC 

site. Until that point, I do not consider it necessary to introduce bespoke vibration requirements into the 

MCP Chapter. Accordingly, I recommend both submissions be rejected. 

276. WDC Planning and Development seek further clarification on the workability and implementation of 

MCP-R3, relating to the construction of the noise bund and acoustic fence. Waka Kotahi seek that the 

MCP provisions are amended to specify location and on-going maintenance requirements of the bund 

or that the LRZ zoning be deleted from the PPC. Waka Kotahi also seek to amend the acoustic fence 

typology specified within MCP-R3 to align with NZTA P40 specifications.  

277. KiwiRail seek to amend MCP-R3 and the precinct plan contained within MCP Appendix A to require the 

noise bund to be constructed adjacent the rail corridor (being the northern boundary of sub-precinct E – 

see Figure 11 above).  While Mr Riley has a preference that the bund is only as high as is absolutely 

necessary to address acoustic issues.  

278. In addition to responding to submission points, Mr Styles has assessed the noise modelling within the 

Marshall Day report and has queried the extent of noise received within the eastern and southern parts 

of  the LRZ. Specifically, that noise levels experienced within the eastern third of  LRZ land could be 

greater than 55dB LAeq, resulting in low levels of acoustic amenity. In addition, a section of land in the 

southern portion of LRZ is shown as experiencing noise levels greater than 57dB LAeq24hr. See Figure 

12 below. 
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Figure 12: Excerpt from Marshall Day Report 

279. Mr Styles expects that noise levels will drop to 52-53dB LAeq24hr relatively quickly, however 

recommends that the Applicant identify the location of the 52dB LAeq24hr contour on a noise contour 

plan to determine whether there is suf ficient land located to the west of this contour to accommodate 

noise sensitive activities. He notes that the LRZ zoning will likely result in large yard spaces, and 

accordingly, that the degree of outdoor use on those properties will be high. He considers that the land 

between the 52dB LAeq24hr contour and the noise bund would be exposed to noise levels greater than 

those desirable. 

280. Mr Styles provides the following comments on the construction and maintenance of the bund:  

• It is fundamental that the PPC incorporates suitable controls to require the construction of the 

noise barrier in its entirety by the PPC proponent, prior to release of  the PPC land for the 

development of noise sensitive activities within Noise Zone 2A. 

• The diagram shown as Figure MCP-AppC1 (MCP Appendix C) currently identifies a bund 2m in 

height, where it should be shown as 3m. It is recommended that the figure be amended so not to 

confuse plan users.  

• It is recommended that the bund is constructed prior to the occupation of any dwelling in Noise 

Zone 2A, that it extends to the full extent as shown in the Marshall Day assessment (as well as 

long the northern boundary of sub-precinct E as recommended previously), that it has no gaps 

along its length, and that it is constructed and maintained to comprise a surface mass of at least 

10kg/m2. 

281. Mr Styles also agrees that the noise bund and acoustic fence should be extended along the northern 

boundary of sub-precinct E, in the location shown in Figure 11 above. 

282. Mr Styles’ assessment concludes that the bund and acoustic fence is critical if noise-sensitive activities 

are anticipated within Noise Zone 2A, as is the requirement for noise-sensitive activities to be 

acoustically insulted to provide reasonable internal noise levels to avoid adverse health ef fects. Mr 
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Styles considers that if the barrier was not constructed, noise levels would be inappropriate for any type 

of  noise sensitive activities where outdoor amenity is important (such as LRZ). 

283. As notified, the PPC relies solely on MCP-R3 to manage the construction and maintenance of the bund 

and acoustic fence, being one of  the primary acoustic controls justifying the proposal to rezone land 

within the eastern part of  the PPC site to LRZ. Based on the technical input provided by Mr Styles, 

suitable alternatives appear to be available to address majority of the concerns raised in the submissions 

as well as his own.  

284. Notwithstanding this, in my opinion, the wording of MCP-R3 as notified provides little certainty to Council, 

inf rastructure providers, or to current or future landowners that the bund and acoustic barrier will be 

constructed and maintained as intended and as required. The reasons for the position are set out below: 

• The rule requires the noise bund / acoustic fence be constructed in its entirety, being along the 

entire eastern boundary of the LRZ, as shown in MCP Appendix A. The rule does not trigger 

consideration of the bund at the time of  subdivision, but instead at the time any noise sensitive 

activity is established. Noting the 9.89ha of proposed LRZ is likely to undergo further subdivision, 

when noise sensitive activities establish (i.e. at the time of building consent or in the instance land 

use consent is required) each LRZ site within Noise Zone 2A will likely be held in separate 

ownership. In the instance the bund is not constructed by the time those applications are made 

to Council, the consenting pathway is uncertain as there is no legal ability for Council to require 

the construction of the bund on land held in third-party ownership or to impose conditions relating 

to land outside of the subject site. 

• MCP Appendix C requires the bund to be measured f rom “soil height”. To ensure consistency 

with the WDP-AV, I recommend utilising defined terms, such as “ground level”.  

• The bund also requires a minimum height of 3m, yet it is unclear as to whether there has been 

any consideration of existing ground levels across the LRZ vs the height of the SH15 carriageway. 

Observations made during my various site visits indicate that the LRZ land lies below the SH15 

carriageway. In the instance topography varies, it is unclear as to whether there any requirement 

to ensure the bund maintains a minimum height above the road surface, or alternatively, whether 

Appendix C should specify a f inal finished level of the bund to allow for soil settlement. 

• The Marshall Day and Styles Group Assessments are clear in that the bund and any acoustic 

fence constructed should be maintained so long as noise sensitive activities are undertaken on 

the LRZ. MCP-R3 as notif ied contains a consent trigger for the establishment of noise sensitive 

activities, however it is unclear as to how subsequent developments on LRZ sites will trigger 

consideration of the ongoing maintenance and operational state of the bund and fence.  

285. In my opinion, advice provided f rom both Mr Ibbotson and Mr Styles is clear that the successful 

implementation of the bund and acoustic fence is critical to avoid adverse effects on people’s resulting 

f rom road noise, in turn maintaining suitable levels of residential amenity and avoiding or mitigating to 

an extent, reverse sensitivity -  a key justification for the appropriateness of the proposed LRZ.  
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286. As such, whilst I consider there to be appropriate solutions to address the concerns raised above, until 

such time that the applicant can demonstrate that road noise levels can be appropriately avoided or 

mitigated, I remain of the opinion that the appropriateness of the LRZ within the PPC has not yet been 

adequately justified. 

287. With regards to Waka Kotahi’s request to have the NZTA P40 acoustic fence referenced within MCP-

R3, Mr Styles reaffirms his position in section 9.4 of his letter (point 17 of the table). In short, whilst he 

agrees that it is mandatory for an acoustically effective noise barrier to be constructed prior to the 

establishment of noise sensitive activities, he provides no further comment on the specific mechanisms 

of  how that will be achieved. Whilst it’s commonly acknowledged that it is not good planning practice to 

include reference to specific documents in District Plan rules, I consider that the submission point has 

merit and consider that the specific requirements relating to the acoustic bund/fence should be 

reconsidered by the applicant in their reconsideration of MPC-R3.  

288. Mr Styles also notes that rules MCP-R195 and MCP-R196 generally preclude residential development 

f rom establishing within sub-precinct F (Commercial Zone – South). These rules apply a discretionary 

activity status to visitor accommodation and residential activities, unless they are on a site which 

“adjoins” SH15 in which case they are non-complying. Mr Styles notes the District Plan’s definition of 

“noise sensitive activities” also includes marae, hospitals, and education facilities. Whils t Mr Styles 

acknowledges Noise Zone 2A requires noise sensitive spaces to be acoustically insulated, he notes 

educational facilities are permitted in sub-precinct F and hospital activities and care centres are 

discretionary activities.  

289. Mr Styles considers many of the proposed provisions of the MCP are restricted to dwellings and visitor 

accommodation and provide insufficient control / direction relating to the appropriateness of other noise 

sensitive activities. He recommends this is re-evaluated in accordance with the objectives to ensure the 

policies and rules are clear in their appropriateness of noise sensitive activities establishing, that are not 

dwellings or visitor accommodation, and to minimise exposure to unreasonable levels of noise outdoors. 

290. I recommend that the applicant further considers rewording the proposed policies and rules relating to 

restrictions on dwellings/residential activities and visitor accommodation within sub -precinct F to 

reference noise sensitive activities. Alternatively, provide additional evidence to justify the exclusion of 

the remaining activities captured under the definition.  

291. Mr Styles also recommends: 

• That any noise sensitive activity with an outdoor component larger than a small balcony is 

precluded across sub-precinct F of noise zone 2a; and  

• That such controls apply to any part of sub-precinct F exposed to noise levels greater than 52 dB 

LAeq(24hr, regardless of whether the sites “adjoins” SH15.  

Noise Zone 3 

292. The only two submissions specifically relating to Noise Zone 3 and the MTCZ were KiwiRail ’s request 

to retain MCP-R6 and to add a new rule to MCP imposing vibration design requirements within 60m of 
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the rail corridor. These submissions were discussed in detail in the Noise Zone 2A assessment above 

and the conclusions reached above also apply here. 

293. Mr Styles has assessed the proposed noise and vibration controls that are imposed as part of  Noise 

Zone 3, being MCP-R6 and the acoustic insulation requirements of NAV 6.5.2. Overall, Mr Styles 

considers that these measures are appropriate and accordingly, recommends no changes to the notified 

provisions as a means of avoiding or mitigating noise and vibration received within Noise Zone 3. 

Summary 

294. With regards to Waka Kotahi and KiwiRail’s request to decline the PPC and to remove the LRZ, GRZ 

and Commercial (south) f rom the PPC, Mr Styles addresses these submission points in section 9.4 of 

his letter dated XXX. In summary, Mr Styles agrees with the theme of  the submission, which raises 

concern about the PPC authorising noise sensitive activities adjacent to major transport infrastructure 

and the subsequent effects on public health and reverse sensitivity. This aside, Mr Styles considers that 

many of the issues raised in the submission can be adequately addressed. 

295. Mr Styles notes that the noise levels generated from road traffic that Waka Kotahi deems reasonable or 

compatible with residential activities are higher than the levels he has utilised within his review. As noted 

by Mr Styles, the criteria used in the Waka Kotahi submission is based on NZS6806, which sets criteria 

for new roads. Mr Styles notes that SH15 is not a new road and there is insufficient justification to adopt 

higher noise levels than those used within his review, of which are internationally recognised as being 

appropriate for the management of health effects on people. Overall, Mr Styles concludes that, subject 

to his recommendations, noise and vibration ef fects on noise sensitive receivers can be adequately 

managed within the PPC site.  

296. Notwithstanding the above, I consider that further consideration of how the proposed planning provisions 

seek to implement the required acoustic controls be further refined by the applicant. I am of the opinion 

that suitable alternatives are available to achieve the outcomes sought and as such, do not consider 

these ref inements to be sufficient justification to decline the PPC. This aside, should the applicant’ revied 

planning provisions fail to appropriately implement and maintain the acoustic controls considered critical 

by both acoustic experts, this position will be revisited in the right of reply.  

Objectives and policies 

297. Only one submission was received regarding the PPC objectives and policies (addressing noise and 

vibration – reverse sensitivity is addressed separately below) that being KiwiRail, who seek that MCP-

O6 is retained as notified. 

298. My Styles also provides comment on the proposed MPC objectives and policies. He recommends that 

the policy framework be refocused to extend beyond reverse sensitivity as the primary concern, from a 

noise and vibration perspective, regarding sensitive receivers establishing within proximity to noise 

generating activities was not in-fact reverse sensitivity, but the potential impacts on health and amenity.  

299. Accordingly, Mr Styles recommends the following amendment to the MCP objectives and policies:  
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“MCP-05- Amenity and health effects and reverse sensitivity  

Ensure that noise sensitive activities are not exposed to unreasonable noise levels to adequately 

avoid Manage reverse sensitivity effects between zones and incompatible land use activities.  

 

MCP-P6 – Residential Amenity 

Require residential units to be designed and constructed to meet the day to day needs of 

residents by providing: 

a. Privacy, outlook, and daylight. 

b. Useable and accessible outdoor living space with good sunlight access. 

c. Reasonable levels of external and internal noise. 

 

MCP-P9 – Reverse Sensitivity 

Manage Locate and design noise sensitive activities to ensure that the noise from State Highway 

15, the designated rail corridor and surrounding industrial land use is reasonable, to avoid 

adverse reverse sensitivity effects on the operators of of sensitive activities in close proximity to 

State Highway 15, the designated rail corridor and surrounding industrial land use. 

 

MCP-P12 – Residential Activities and Visitor Accommodation in the Commercial (South) Sub 

Precinct 

Achieve a reasonable level of noise Manage reverse sensitivity effects and appropriate for visitor 

accommodation and live / work arrangements in the Commercial (South) Sub-Precinct and avoid 

reverse sensitivity effects by: 

a. Discouraging the establishment of visitor accommodation and residential activity on sites 

adjoining State Highway 15. 

b. Encouraging any residential activity other than visitor accommodation to be located above 

ground and to be ancillary to a business activity on the same site. 

c. Avoiding outdoor areas of noise sensitive activities that encourage outdoor living and / or 

require a high degree of acoustic amenity. 

300. Regarding MCP-P12, Mr Styles also recommends that further consideration be given as to the activities 

specified within the policy, noting he recommends all references to “residential activities”, “dwellings”, 

and “visitor accommodation” are replaced with “noise sensitive activities”. Currently MCP-P12 is specific 

to residential activities and visitor accommodation activities establishing within the Commercial Zone 

(South) Precinct. 

301. Mr Styles also recommends that MTCZ-P3, setting the policy framework for activities anticipated within 

the MTCZ, is amended to include words similar to “ensuring that activities sensitive to noise are designed 

and located to ensure a reasonable level or external and internal noise”. 

302. It is my consideration that the applicant should provide further consideration to the matters above and 

provide specific wording.  
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Consequential Amendments to NAV 

303. As detailed previously, Mr Styles has reviewed the consequential changes proposed to be made to the 

NAV Chapter and notes the following: 

• The proposed amendments to NAV 6.1 will adequately control noise levels generated within and 

between zones. 

• The intent to correct errors in NAV.6.1 (relating to Port Nikau) are supported, however whether 

such updates are within scope of this PPC is left to others. 

• The recommended updates to NAV.6.5 are supported, as are the internal design noise levels for 

Noise Zone 2A and 3 and the external noise levels used to inform the design.  

• It is recommended that consequential changes are also made in the introductory text of NAV.6.5.1 

to replace the current Marsden Primary Centre noise zones references to the Marsden City 

Precinct Noise Zone 2A and 3. 

304. Mr Styles also addresses the matter of mechanical ventilation requirements.  

305. NAV.6.5 sets out that the ventilation requirements of the Building Code (clause G4) are achieved for 

rooms where windows and doors need to be closed to reduce noise levels. Mr Styles advises that in his 

experience, compliance with clause G4 of  the Building Code does not result in appreciable amenity 

outcomes and that of ten, any benef its of  acoustic insultation are nullif ied as occupants often end up 

opening windows and doors for thermal comfort, particularly in warmer months. 

306. Of  relevance to this matter are the appeals on the WDC Urban and Services Plan Change made by 

Waka Kotahi and KiwiRail. The appeals seek to include their respective reverse sensitivity provisions 

into the Transport chapter, requiring ventilation systems to provide for adequate thermal comfort within 

buildings containing noise sensitive activities within proximity to road and rail corridors. At the time of 

draf ting this report, the appeals are undergoing mediation and are yet to be resolved. 

307. Further information was requested prior to notification on how the PPC would ensure noise sensitive 

spaces are designed and constructed to provide occupants with adequate cooling and fresh air supply 

where windows are required to be closed to mitigate against road and rail noise. The response provided 

f rom B&A confirmed that bespoke provisions were not considered necessary and that no further 

consequential amendments were proposed to the NAV Chapter. Instead, the applicant proposes to rely 

on the Operative provisions (referring back to G4 of  the Building Code) until superseded by any 

amended mechanical ventilation provisions that result from the appeals process. 

308. Mr Styles notes that based on his involvement, he considers that the appeals will likely deliver a clear 

and workable rule controlling ventilation and cooling for noise sensitive spaces subject to sound 

insulation requirements. He also notes that in the interim, the Operative provisions (NAV.6.5.3) provide 

a brief , but workable solution. 

309. Overall, consideration as to how mechanical ventilation requirements are managed within the PPC area 

is required. The two options being to: 
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• Option 1: Rely on the Operative NAV chapter, of which is likely to be amended by the currently 

uncertain outcome of the Waka Kotahi and KiwiRail appeal. 

• Option 2: Introduce bespoke provisions to the NAV Chapter as a consequential amendment. 

Potential implications that may arise from this option will be likely superior ventilation outcomes 

in the interim, until the time that the Operative provisions are superseded by the outcome of the 

appeal.   

310. Whilst acknowledging comments received f rom Mr Styles regarding the effectiveness of the Operative 

NAV requirements relating to mechanical ventilation, I consider it appropriate to, wherever possible, rely 

on the District Wide chapter and requirements.  

Other matters 

311. Waka Kotahi seek that the Low‐density Residential Zone, General Residential Zone, Commercial Area 

South and their associated precincts are deleted f rom the PPC, in favour of  retaining the current 

industrial zoning of the Operative District Plan. Reasons set out within the submission included concerns 

over public health impacts and reverse sensitivity and that the proposed zoning is inconsistent with the 

intent of the Operative Marsden Primary Centre.  

312. Overall, subject to the recommendations set out within this report, both Mr Ibbotson and Mr Styles are 

satisfied that noise and vibration on noise sensitive activities within the PPC site can be appropriately 

managed. I also note that the primary purpose of the PPC is to move away from the industrial focus of 

Operative MPC Chapter, a lawful request the applicant is provided the opportunity to make via the 

Schedule 1 process. Overall, I do not agree that the PPC should be declined on the basis that it seeks 

dif ferent outcomes to the Operative MPC. 

313. Mr Styles notes that the key in MCP Appendix B does not correctly identify the zoning of Sub-Precinct 

F (no commercial zone is identified over Noise Zone 2A) and subsequently recommends the key be 

updated. I agree with these recommended changes. 

314. Waka Kotahi seek to amend Rule MCP‐R1(2) to refer to the provisions contained within Appendix B in 

a rule. 

315. Mr Styles has provided comment on the description of the LRZ contained within the “Issues” preface of 

the proposed MCP Chapter, which currently states: 

“Sub-Precinct E is zoned Low Density Residential Zone provides for residential development on 

larger sites to provide a buffer between Marsden City land and State Highway 15A and the rail 

designation”. 

316. Mr Styles disagrees that zoning land residential is an ef fective or appropriate way of achieving an 

ef fective buffer between a high noise generator and other residential land. He considers that where 

there is a need to adequately separate incompatible land uses, the buffer should be insensitive to the 

ef fects of noise and advises that this could be achieved through zoning land industrial or commercial, 

passive open space or similar.  
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317. I agree with Mr Styles and recommend that the description of the sub-precinct E as contained within the 

“Issues” preface of the MCP Chapter be amended to better reflect the purpose of the LRZ. 

318. In response to WDC Planning and Development’s submission and a query raised in the request for 

further information, the applicant was asked to confirm the proposed consequential changes to the NAV 

Chapter applying to Port Nikau. As noted in the Marshall Day assessment the consequential change 

appears to seek to correct a labelling area of one of the Port Nikau Noise Zones.  

319. Whilst I support the proposal to amend any errors of the NAV Chapter I do not consider that this sits 

comfortably within the scope of what PC150 should encompass.  The Port Nikau site is not near the 

PPC site, and to my mind has no linkage that appropriately encourages changes to the provisions 

relating to Port Nikau.  

Recommendation 

320. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

• Accept the submissions and amend all references to “residential activities” or “dwellings” to “noise 

sensitive activities” within MCP Appendix B. 

• Retain Noise Zone 3 as notif ied and retain the rules of  MTCZ as notif ied, unless changes are 

recommended elsewhere to address other submissions. 

• Retain proposed noise zones within PPC, except as where changes are otherwise recommended 

to address other mattes.  

• Reject KiwiRail and Waka Kotahi submission to introduce vibration controls.  

• Reword the reference from “Appendix A” to “MCP-Appendix A”. 

• Seek that the applicant provide further noise contour plans as recommended by Mr Styles to 

demonstrate the extent of LRZ land that will be subject to unsuitable levels of acoustic amenity.  

• Seek that the applicant provide further consideration of the workability and requirements of 

MCP-R3 to address the submissions. 

• Accept the WDC Planning and Development submission. 

• Accept Waka Kotahi submission in part.  Being in regard to the acoustic bund/fence, and as 

discussed in detail in paragraph 287. 

• Seek that the applicant to re-evaluate the policies and rules insofar as they relate to noise 

sensitive activities that are not dwellings or visitor accommodation, as discussed in paragraph 

289. 

• Seek the applicant to further consider rewording the proposed policies and rules relating to 

restrictions on dwellings/residential activities and visitor accommodation within sub-precinct F to 

reference noise sensitive activities. Alternatively, provide additional evidence to justify the 

exclusion of the remaining activities captured under the definition.  
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• Require that any noise sensitive activity with an outdoor component larger than a small balcony 

is precluded across sub-precinct F for noise zone 2a 

• Require that controls also apply to any part of sub-precinct F exposed to noise levels greater 

than 52 dB LAeq(24hr), regardless of whether the sites “adjoins” SH15.  

• Retain MCP-R6 and consequential changes to NAV.6.5.2 as notified. 

• Make amendments to MCP objectives and policies, being: 

“MCP-05- Amenity and health effects and reverse sensitivity  

Ensure that noise sensitive activities are not exposed to unreasonable noise levels to 

adequately avoid Manage reverse sensitivity effects between zones and incompatible land 

use activities. 

 

MCP-P6 – Residential Amenity 

Require residential units to be designed and constructed to meet the day to day needs of 

residents by providing: 

a. Privacy, outlook, and daylight. 

b. Useable and accessible outdoor living space with good sunlight access.  

c. Reasonable levels of external and internal noise. 

 

MCP-P9 – Reverse Sensitivity 

Manage Locate and design noise sensitive activities to ensure that the noise from State 

Highway 15, the designated rail corridor and surrounding industrial land use is reasonable, 

to avoid adverse reverse sensitivity effects on the operators of of sensitive activities in close 

proximity to State Highway 15, the designated rail corridor and surrounding industrial land 

use. 

 

MCP-P12 – Residential Activities and Visitor Accommodation in the Commercial (South) 

Sub Precinct 

Achieve a reasonable level of noise Manage reverse sensitivity effects and appropriate for 

visitor accommodation and live / work arrangements in the Commercial (South) Sub-Precinct 

and avoid reverse sensitivity effects by: 

a. Discouraging the establishment of visitor accommodation and residential activity on sites 

adjoining State Highway 15. 

b. Encouraging any residential activity other than visitor accommodation to be located above 

ground and to be ancillary to a business activity on the same site. 

c. Avoiding outdoor areas of noise sensitive activities that encourage outdoor living and / or 

require a high degree of acoustic amenity. 
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• Amend MCP-P12 so that all references to “residential activities”, “dwellings”, and “visitor 

accommodation” are replaced with “noise sensitive activities”.  

• Amend MTCZ-P3 is amended to include words “ensuring that activities sensitive to noise are 

designed and located to ensure a reasonable level or external and internal noise”, or such 

similar words. 

• Retain the consequential amendments to NAV 6.1 and NAV 6.5 as notified.  

• Accept the applicant’s response to rely on Operative provisions and not create bespoke 

mechanical ventilation requirements for the PPC. 

• Amend the key in MCP Appendix B- to correctly identify the zoning of sub-precinct F. 

• Amend the description of sub-precinct E as contained within the ‘Issues’ preface of the MCP 

Chapter to better reflect the purpose of LRZ. 

• Decline making changes to NAV in regard to Port Nikau. 

• Retain the rule provision at reference MCP-R6 as notified.  

• Amend the MCP provisions in regard to Appendices A and B to extend the noise bund/acoustic 

fence requirement along the northern most boundary of LRZ (within Noise Zone 2A). 

K. Reverse Sensitivity 

Submission Information 

321. A key theme raised in submissions related to reverse sensitivity concerns arising f rom introducing a 

greater intensity of residential development to the area. Specifically, on a micro-scale given that the site 

is adjoined by major existing and future road and rail corridors, and on a macro -scale given the industrial 

land uses situated within the wider Marsden Point peninsular, including North Port and the Refinery. 

322. With regards to submissions received in support of the PPC, North Port seeks that the provisions relating 

to reverse sensitivity be retained and the Refinery endorses MCP-O6 

323. The following submissions seek amendments to the PPC: 

• WDC Planning and Development seek that MCP-P9 is amended to provide more clarity about 

how the reverse sensitivity effects will be managed. 

• North Port seek that all residential uses in the vicinity of SH15 and the rail corridor are removed. 

North Port also specifically identify noise generated f rom heavy vehicles decelerating and 

accelerating at the proposed One Tree Point – SH15 roundabout as a concern and consider it will 

likely compound potential noise complaints.  

• Both Waka Kotahi and KiwiRail seek the following amendments to MCP-P9:  

MCP-P9 – Reverse Sensitivity  

Manage adverse reverse sensitivity effects of sensitive activities in close proximity to State 
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Highway 15, the designated rail corridor and surrounding industrial land use by discouraging 

the establishment of noise sensitive activities in these locations.  

• The Ref inery seeks the following: 

a. Consideration of the most appropriate design and layout of the PPC site. 

b. Buildings containing residential development are required to include mandatory acoustic 

mitigation measures such as double glazing and installation of air conditioning; and  

c. No complaint covenants are registered on the titles. 

324. The Ref inery opposes the PPC, raising concerns over whether the spatial land zoning of Marsden Point 

is appropriate and whether the ef fects of the PPC have been appropriately addressed, including reverse 

sensitivity effects. The Ref inery considers that given the proximity of the PPC site to the Ref inery and 

other heavy and light industrial zoned areas, lower density residential development is most appropriate, 

and that the introduction of  more intensive residential development should not be allowed without 

appropriate planning controls. The Ref inery considers that if  adequate provision against reverse 

sensitivity effects is not introduced to the PPC, then it should be declined. 

325. A submission was also received from the NZ Defence Force that seeks that any decisions made on the 

PPC address and avoid, remedy, or mitigate reverse sensitivity risk. The submission did not indicate 

whether the NZ Defence Force support, oppose, or seek amendment to the PPC. 

Response 

326. I agree with the North Port submission that the provisions relating to reverse sensitivity should be 

retained, except where amendments are otherwise recommended to address relief requested in other 

submissions. I consider that this recommendation, as well as others set out within this section also 

achieves the intent of the NZ Defence Force submission. 

327. With regards to MCP-P9, I agree with the WDC Planning and Development submission that further work 

is required to clearly indicate how the objectives will be met. As outlined within section J above, Mr 

Styles has also provided recommended wording amendments to reframe the policy, which I consider to 

be a more appropriate means of clarifying the intent and purpose of the policy that the amendments 

requested by Waka Kotahi and KiwiRail. In section J above, I have recommended further consideration 

of  the policy be undertaken by the applicant to acknowledge the means in which noise, vibration, and 

reverse sensitivity is proposed to be managed within the MCP.  

328. The Ref inery’s request to consider the most appropriate layout of the PPS site and North Port’s request 

to remove residential land uses within proximity to SH15 and the rail corridor have been addressed in 

section J above in the consideration of noise and vibration. In summary, both Mr Ibbotson and Mr Styles 

consider noise and vibration effects can be avoid or mitigated to an appropriate level, which as Mr Styles 

advises, which will in turn address reverse sensitivity. As such, provided the recommendations made 

previously within this report are adequately addressed by the applicant (namely those relating to MCP-

R3) I do not consider there to be any substantiated reason to remove any residential zoning f rom the 

PPC. As set out above, in the instance applicant’s revised planning provisions fail to appropriately 
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implement and maintain the acoustic controls considered critical by both acoustic experts, this position 

will be revisited in the right of reply. 

329. In response to North Port’s concerns regarding noise complaints arising from the use of the proposed 

roundabout, Mr Styles notes that his review of the road traffic noise levels was conducted using a lower, 

more conservative threshold for what is considered to be ‘appropriate noise levels’ than those adopted 

in the Marshall Day assessment and the Waka Kotahi submission. As stated in section J above, subject 

to his recommendations set out above regarding the critical need to ensure the successful 

implementation and maintenance of  the proposed acoustic barrier, Mr Styles is comfortable that his 

assessment generally adopts stricter requirements for separation and insultation of noise sensitive 

activities from road traffic noise.  

330. With regards to Waka Kotahi’s requested changes to the MCP objectives and policies regarding reverse 

sensitivity, Mr Styles has made a number of  recommendations to ref rame the focus of  the policy 

f ramework beyond reverse sensitivity (refer section J above). He recommends greater emphasis should 

be placed on requirements surrounding managing amenity and health ef fects of locating sensitive 

activities within proximity to noise generating land uses, as opposed to solely protecting infrastructure 

providers from reverse sensitivity.  

331. Acknowledging Mr Styles concerns, I agree that the objectives and policies would benefit from being re-

draf ted to include amenity and public health ef fects f rom locating noise sensitive activities within 

proximity to noise generating land uses. Therefore while I also acknowledge the direction contained 

within the higher order planning documents, namely the requirement to protect regionally significant 

inf rastructure, I believe MCP-P9 should be amended.   

332. The Ref inery seeks that buildings containing residential development are required to include mandatory 

acoustic mitigation measures such as double glazing and installation of air conditioning. This matter has 

been addressed in section J of  this report, where it was concluded that subject to the recommended 

ref inements, Mr Styles considers appropriate acoustic insulation and mechanical  ventilation 

requirements are in place to protect noise sensitive activities within the PPC site.  

333. Mr Styles has also provided commentary on the Refinery’s request to require ‘no complaint’ covenants 

on the property titles within the PPC. Whilst I acknowledge Mr Styles’ views on the requested relief, from 

a planning perspective I do not consider there to be an appropriate pathway to implement such relief 

through district plan provisions. In my opinion, any ‘no complaints’ resolution may be reached v ia private 

agreement between the applicant, third party landowners, and the Refinery, and if pursued, should be 

undertaken outside of the plan change process. 

334. Overall, in response to Waka Kotahi, KiwiRail, and the Refinery submissions to decline the plan change 

for reverse sensitivity reasons, Mr Styles considers that many of the issues raised in the submissions 

can be adequately addressed. He forms the opinion that the planning provisions ap plying to the PPC 

site, subject to recommended amendments, can adequately protect people f rom adverse annoyance 

and health ef fects. Mr Styles considers that if  noise and vibration is appropriately management , that 

potential reverse sensitivity effects on the noise generators will be avoided. 
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335. Accordingly, provided the recommendations set out within sections J and K of this report are addressed, 

I do not consider the request to decline the plan change on the basis of reverse sensitivity to be 

suf ficiently justified.  

336. For clarity, I emphasise that this conclusion is reached on the basis that the applicant further considers 

and appropriately amends the proposed planning provisions to implement and maintain the acoustic 

controls considered critical by both acoustic experts.  

Recommendation:  

337. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

• Amend MCP-P9 to include amenity and public health effects. 

• Decline submissions seeking the PPC be declined. 

• Reject the NZ Ref inery submission that a no complaints covenant should be imposed.  

 

L. Consequential Changes 

Summary and Response 

338. The application as lodged requested changes to the NAV Chapter insofar as it relates to changing 

reference to Marsden Primary Centre to Marsden City Precinct, and of Noise Zones to the correct 

numbers (as shown in Appendix 7 of the application as lodged). 

339. The application further requested a consequential change to the Urban Form and Development Chapter, 

this is at Appendix 20 of  the response to further information request.  The request is to insert a new 

policy, and to amend policies UFD-P6, P7 and P10.  The proposed changes are: 
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340. In regard to the above consequential changes for NAV, and as previously discussed I do not agree with 

the proposed changes in regard to Port Nikau. 

341. I consider there to be a need to make consequential amendments to the introductory text of NAV.6.5.1 

to replace references to the Marsden Primary Centre noise zones with references instead to Marsden 

City Precinct Noise Zone 2A and 3. 

342. I consider it also necessary to consequentially amend the definition of Business Zones.  The definition 

does not currently include the proposed Town Centre Zone.  In this regard I believe the words Town 

Centre Zone should be included as shown below: 

Business Zones means the City Centre, Mixed Use, Waterfront, Commercial, Shopping 
Centre, Town Centre Zone, Local Centre, Neighbourhood Centre, Light Industrial and Heavy 
Industrial Zones. 

343. The chapter titled “How the Plan Works (HPW) will also require consequential changes in my opinion.  

On page 3 of  HPW Chapter there is a list of  Chapters that the DP will include.  This list would require 

change in regard to adding a Town Centre Zone, adding the Marsden Precinct, and deleting the Marsden 
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Primary Centre as requested by the applicant if the Commissioners are not of a mind to amend it as per 

submission #11 and my recommendation. 

Recommendation 

344. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

• Accept the applicants request to make amendments to NAV; 

• Accept the applicants request to amend UFD-P6, P7, and P10 insofar as adding text, but I 

recommend that the words ‘Town Centre Zone’ rather than ‘Marsden Town Centre Zone are 

included; 

• Amend the Business Zone definition to include ‘Town Centre Zone’; and 

• Amend the list within the How the Plan Works Chapter to accurately ref lect the Plan Chapters. 

 
 

M. Consistency and Clarity 

Submission Information 

345. Waka Kotahi requested that all references to “State Highway 15A” be amended to “State Highway 15”. 

346. The WDC Planning and Development Department requested the following amendments to provisions 

throughout the MTCZ and MCP Chapters to improve the consistency, ef ficiency, and clarity of the 

provisions: 

Provision Relief Sought 

Various References to "Whangarei" should be amended to "Whangārei". 

Various 

Amend formatting of Objectives and policies to use numbers for the first tier of 

sub-points rather than letters. 
Various Review and update rule number references. 

MTCZ-R13, 

MCP-R14, R166 
and R209 

Amend the provisions to provide more clarity as to when the landscaping is 

required, what "area" requires landscaping, and what other types of 
landscaping is permitted. 

MTCZ-P5.1 Review wording and amend to improve clarity. 

MTCZ-R3.2 
Amend to replace "public realm" with a term with more clarity, such as "public 
place", which is defined. 

MTCZ-R3.2 

Amend the Notification standard as follows: "…additions to buildings pursuant 

to MCTCZ-RX3 shall not…" 

MTCZ-R5 
Amend the "Notes" in MTCZ-R5 to be "Compliance Standards" to provide legal 
weight to the content. 

MTCZ-R7 and  
MCP-R19 

Amend the structure and/or location of the "outlook" rule to provide more 
clarity. 

MTCZ-R7.2(a) 
and 

MCP-R19.2(a) 

Amend the terms "principal living room" and "main living area" to provide more 

clarity and consistency with defined terms. 

MTCZ-R7.2(a) 
and MCP-
R19.2(a) 

Amend as follows: 
"…for the principal living room of a residential unit or and main living area of 
visitor accommodation facilities".  

MTCZ-R7.2(b) 

and 
MCP-R19.2(b) 

Amend as follows: 

"3m deep x 3m wide for any all bedrooms of a residential unit and visitor 
accommodation facilities".  
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MTCZ-R7.3and 

MCP-R19.3 

Amend references to "public open space" in (a) and (b) to "public place", or 

similar term with more clarity. 

MTCZ-R10.1(b) 
Amend as follows: 
"Is along a site frontage and is required by a bylaw…" 

MTCZ-R26 
Amend the Notification standard as follows: "…new building pursuant to 
MCTCZ-R256 shall not…" 

MTCZ-REQ1.4 

Amend reference to "public open space" to "public place", or similar term with 

more clarity. 

MCP-P9 
Amend as follows: "Manage adverse reverse sensitivity effects of sensitive 
activities in close proximity…" 

MCP-P10(c)  Amend as follows: "For pedestrian and/or cycle linkages". 

MCP-P12 

Amend as follows (or words to similar effect): 
"Manage reverse sensitivity effects and enable appropriate visitor 

accommodation…" 

MCP-P12(b) 
Amend the policy to replace "encouraging" with a more active verb such as 
requiring or ensuring. 

MCP-R1 Delete MCP-R1.3-5. 

MCP-R4 

Amend the first Note as follows: 
"… any application for building consent, subdivision consent or land use 
consent, that the total…" 

MCP-R4 Delete second semicolon at the end of Matter of Discretion #1. 

MCP-R5 

Amend the rule wording to provide more clarity and better link to TRA-R16 and 

R17. 

Untitled rule 
number Either delete the blank rule box or insert missing rule. 

MCP-R10 
Delete references to "strategic road protection areas" and "mean high water 
springs". 

MCP-R18 Correct the rule reference number in the Notification standard. 

MCP-R101 and 
R102 

Amend Discretionary activity status wording as follows: 

"Activity Status where the activity status is not Permitted or Restricted 
Discretionary compliance is not achieved: Discretionary" 

MCP-R110 

Consequentially amend the definition of Multi Unit Development as follows: 
"means development of three or more principal residential units on a site 
within the Medium Density Residential Zone or the Marsden City Precinct." 

MCP-R137 and 

SUB1 Amend references to "reticulated sewerage" to "reticulated wastewater".  

MCP-R161 
Delete references to "Waterfront Zone", "Open Space and Recreation Zone" 
and "Mean High Water Springs". 

MCP-R203 
Delete references to "strategic road protection area", "Waterfront Zone", 
"Open Space and Recreation Zone" and "Mean High Water Springs".   

 

Response 

347. I acknowledge the request by Waka Kotahi and recommend that all references to “State Highway 15A” 

be amended to “State Highway 15”. I also recommend that MCP-R7 be amended as follows: 

1. Direct vehicle access to One Tree Point Road or State Highway 15-Port Marsden Highway 

(State Highway 15A) is provided. 

348. I acknowledge the submission points made by the WDC Planning and Development Department and 

recommend that where specific amendments are sought those are accepted. 

349. The following submission points f rom the WDC Planning and Development Department sought more 

general amendments as opposed to specific amendments: 
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Provision Relief Sought 

MTCZ-R13, 
MCP-R14, R166 
and R209 

Amend the provisions to provide more clarity as to when the landscaping is 
required, what "area" requires landscaping, and what other types of 
landscaping is permitted. 

MTCZ-P5.1 Review wording and amend to improve clarity. 

MTCZ-R7 and  

MCP-R19 

Amend the structure and/or location of the "outlook" rule to provide more 

clarity. 

MTCZ-R7.2(a) 
and 
MCP-R19.2(a) 

Amend the terms "principal living room" and "main living area" to provide more 
clarity and consistency with defined terms. 

MCP-P12(b) 

Amend the policy to replace "encouraging" with a more active verb such as 

requiring or ensuring. 

MCP-R5 
Amend the rule wording to provide more clarity and better link to TRA-R16 and 
R17. 

Untitled rule 
number Either delete the blank rule box or insert missing rule.   

350. A further submission from Refinery NZ supported the submission f rom WDC Planning and Development 

with regard to point 17 and the amendment of MCP-P9. 

351. In response to these submission points I recommend that: 

• The rule title of  MTCZ-R13 is amended from “Landscaping” to “Car Parking, Loading, and Service 

Areas” to clarify that the rule only applies where car parking, loading, and service areas are 

proposed, rather than where any landscaping is proposed. 

• MCP-R14, R166 and R209 be deleted as there is insufficient evidence provided to justify having 

precinct provisions in these locations that are different from the underlying zone provisions. 

• MTCZ-P5.1 be retained as proposed. 

• MTCZ-R7 and MCP-R19 be deleted. There is insuf ficient evidence provided to justify having a 

zone or precinct specific provision in this location that is dif ferent f rom the underlying zone 

provisions throughout the rest of the district. Additionally, the proposed rule wording lacks clarity 

in its current state (e.g. it is unclear how principal living room" and "main living area" are defined) 

and this will result in inefficient rules in my opinion.  

• MCP-P12(b) be amended to replace “Encouraging” with “Requiring” to improve the effectiveness 

of  the policy.  

• MCP-R5 be amended to clarify that the MCP is exempt f rom rule TRA-R16 in the Transport 

Chapter to avoid duplication and improve the efficiency of the rules.  

• The blank rule box between MCP-R5 and R6 be deleted.  

Recommendation 

352. I recommend that the Commissioners: 

a.  Amend the MTCZ Chapter as detailed below and held in Attachment 7. 

b.  Amend the MCP Chapter as set out below. 
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Provision Relief Sought 

Various References to "Whangarei" should be amended to "Whangārei". 

Various 
Amend formatting of Objectives and policies to use numbers for the first tier of 
sub-points rather than letters. 

Various Review and update rule number references. 

MTCZ-R3.2 
Amend to replace "public realm" with a term with more clarity, such as "public 
place", which is defined. 

MTCZ-R3.2 

Amend the Notification standard as follows: "…additions to buildings pursuant 

to MCTCZ-RX3 shall not…" 

MTCZ-R5 
Amend the "Notes" in MTCZ-R5 to be "Compliance Standards" to provide legal 
weight to the content. 

MTCZ-R10.1(b) 
Amend as follows: 
"Is along a site frontage and is required by a bylaw…" 

MTCZ-R26 

Amend the Notification standard as follows: "…new building pursuant to 

MCTCZ-R256 shall not…" 

MTCZ-REQ1.4 
Amend reference to "public open space" to "public place", or similar term with 
more clarity. 

MCP-P9 
Amend as follows: "Manage adverse reverse sensitivity effects of sensitive 
activities in close proximity…" 

MCP-P10(c)  Amend as follows: "For pedestrian and/or cycle linkages". 

MCP-P12 

Amend as follows (or words to similar effect): 
"Manage reverse sensitivity effects and enable appropriate visitor 

accommodation…" 

MCP-R1 Delete MCP-R1.3-5. 

MCP-R4 

Amend the first Note as follows: 
"… any application for building consent, subdivision consent or land use 
consent, that the total…" 

MCP-R4 Delete second semicolon at the end of Matter of Discretion #1. 

MCP-R10 

Delete references to "strategic road protection areas" and "mean high water 

springs". 

MCP-R18 Correct the rule reference number in the Notification standard. 

MCP-R101 and 
R102 

Amend Discretionary activity status wording as follows: 

"Activity Status where the activity status is not Permitted or Restricted 
Discretionary compliance is not achieved: Discretionary" 

MCP-R110 

Consequentially amend the definition of Multi Unit Development as follows: 
"means development of three or more principal residential units on a site 

within the Medium Density Residential Zone or the Marsden City Precinct." 

MCP-R137 and 
SUB1 Amend references to "reticulated sewerage" to "reticulated wastewater".  

MCP-R161 
Delete references to "Waterfront Zone", "Open Space and Recreation Zone" 
and "Mean High Water Springs". 

MCP-R203 

Delete references to "strategic road protection area", "Waterfront Zone", 

"Open Space and Recreation Zone" and "Mean High Water Springs". 

 

MCP-R7 Access to Sites Fronting One Tree Point Road and Port Marsden Highway 

 Activity Status: Non-Complying 
Where: 

 

1. Direct vehicle access to One Tree Point Road or State Highway 15-Port Marsden 

Highway (State Highway 15A) is provided. 
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MTCZ-R13 Landscaping Car Parking, Loading, and Service Areas 

 
Activity Status: Permitted 
Where:  

1) A landscape buffer of 2m in depth is provided along the 

street f rontage between the street and any car parking, 

loading, or service areas which are visible from the street 

f rontage. This rule excludes access points. 

2) The required landscaping must comprise a mix of trees, 

shrubs or ground cover plants (including grass). 

Activity Status 
when compliance 
not achieved: 
Discretionary 
 

 

MCP-R14 Landscaping 

 …  … 

 

MCP-R166 Landscaping 

 …  … 

 

MCP-R209 Landscaping 

 …  … 

 

MTCZ-R7 Outlook    

 …  … 

 

MCP-R19 Outlook 

 …  … 

 

Policies 

MCP-P12 – 
Residential Activities 
and Visitor 
Accommodation in 
the Commercial 
(South) Sub Precinct 

Manage reverse sensitivity effects and appropriate visitor accommodation 
and live / work arrangements in the Commercial (South) Sub-Precinct by: 

a. Discouraging the establishment of visitor accommodation and 

residential activity on sites adjoining State Highway 15. 

b. Encouraging Requiring any residential activity other than visitor 

accommodation to be located above ground and to be ancillary to a 

business activity on the same site.  
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MCP-R5 Street and Pedestrian Networks 
 Activity Status: Permitted 

Where:  

1. Streets, cycleways, and footpaths 

are: 

a. Located in accordance with the 

MCP Plans. 

b. Formed in accordance with the 

MCP ‘Street Sections’ plans. 

 

Compliance Standard: 

1. Rule TRA-R16 of the Transport Chapter 

does not apply to the Marsden City 

Precinct. 

Activity Status when compliance not 
achieved: Restricted Discretionary 
Matters of discretion: 

1. Alternative location of streets and 

impact on MCP layout. 

2. Consideration of the Whangarei 

District Council Engineering 

Standards. 

3. Urban design best practice. 

4. Traf f ic and pedestrian safety and 

ef f iciency. 

Note: Any application shall comply with 
information requirement MCP – REQ2.  

 

N. Further Submissions 

Submission Information 

353. Responses have not been written for all further submissions because the further submissions generally: 

• Sought to emphasise the content of the corresponding original submission. 

• Did not present new or additional evidence. 

• Stated either support or opposition to the original submissions of other submitters. 

354. Four further submissions were received, there were f rom: 

• New Zealand Ref ining Company Ltd 

• Waka Kotahi 

• Town Centre Properties Limited 

• Northport Limited 

NZ Refinery  

355. Ref ining NZ made points relating to five submissions in their further submission, specifically these were 

in relation to submission 12 point 17, submission 16 point 4, submission 22 points 1 and 2, submission 

25 points 1, 6 and 7, and submission 26 points 1 and 3. 

356. All points were in support of the original submissions. 

357. It is my consideration that each of the points has been discussed in the Submissions section prior. 

Waka Kotahi 

358. Waka Kotahi made 12 points in their further submission, relating to submissions 12, 16, 20, 21, 26, and 

27.  Eight of the points were in support or in part support with 4 being opposed. 
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359. The majority of those in opposition relate to MCP-R4 which has been considered in the transport section 

of  the submission summary. 

360. It is considered that the points in the further submission f rom Waka Kotahi has been dis cussed 

previously. 

Town Centre Properties 

361. The further submission from Town Centre Properties supports four submissions, being submissions 9, 

13, 15, and 18. 

362. Three of  the four further submission points relate to the desire to not elevate the proposed town centre 

above other commercial centres, I note this has previously been discussed and I do not feel requires 

further specific discussion. 

363. The other point is in regard to not affecting land outside the subject site, this too has previously been 

discussed. 

12. Conclusion 

364. Af ter carefully considering the submissions and further submissions received in relation to each topic, I 

recommend that PC150 be amended to the extent detailed throughout this report, in preceding sections 

of  this report and as illustrated in Attachment 7. I further recommend that those submissions and further 

submissions that support the provisions as notified, or that request the recommended changes be 

accepted in whole or in part, and that all other submissions be rejected. 

365. The revised provisions for MTCZ [Attachment 7] and the MCP have been detailed and compared above 

against viable alternatives in terms of  their costs, benefits, ef ficiency and ef fectiveness and risk in 

accordance with the relevant clauses of s32AA. Overall, it is considered that the revised provisions 

represent the most efficient and effective means of achieving the purpose of the RMA, and the revised 

and to be revised provisions are likely to be the most appropriate way of achieving the objectives.  I 

consider that the revised provisions will be more effective and efficient that those originally put forward 

by the applicant. 

366. My recommendation, af ter having considered all information available, and all submissions received, 

and analysing all the proposed provisions of PC150 is that: 

• Pursuant to Clause 29(4) of  Part 2 to the First Schedule of the RMA, proposed Private Plan 

Change 150 by MCLP to the Whangarei District Plan be approved on the basis of  the 

modifications being made and the areas requiring further consideration being done so 

satisfactorily.  Failing that then the recommendation would be to decline the Plan Change. 
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